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Disabled students prove that
the gym is for everyone.
-SEE the indie, i 1
• 1

Men's tennis comes out
swinging with a 2-0 record.
-SEE SPORTS, A9
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,~ Four years

and out

Some G,Quld have scheduling con- remember 50 years ago that some stuflicts With their jobs, other classes or · den'ts then couldn't graduate because
l .
student activities, Huddleston told the classes weren't being offered in their
Board of Trustees Jan. 22, while others final term."
might not like the idea of early morning
Though seniors could still have
problems under the current system,
classes.
~If a student did not follow the con- students taking basic courses h~d thoutracted reginien, the university would sands more seats to choose from this
ANDRES HEALY
not be obligated to ensure graduation spring than last year:
Senior Staff Writer
in four years.
Pre13ident Hitt told the trustees that
If the idea does work, officials hope UCF ' offered 5.4 percent more class
U Can't Finish could be a thing of the it will increase the number of students seats this term, a 9,433 seat increase.
past if the university goes ahead witl;l a who graduate on time. AB bflast spring,
Hitt also told trustees that all colproposal to offer students guaranteed only 29 percent of graduating students leges have received higher budget allograduation in four years.
finished in four years, according to the cations this school year than during the
UCF is considering the idea of offer- Office of Institutional Research. Fifty · previous school year.
ing students a "class 'contract," at last percent needed six years to graduate.
The increase does not help those
offering hope to those who have strug-.
An extra two years in college can students whose sections aren't being
gled to get the classes they needed to cost the average full-time student at offered.
graduate. Those who entered into the least $4,000 in tuition alone. Factor in
There. were still 24 fewer sections
l
contract would agree to adhere to a books, room and board ·and interest ori offered this spring, even though UCF
· strict course regimen in exchange for student loans and the cost climbs rap- introduced 48 more general education
being proni.ised the classes they need.
idly.
courses and added 25 sections to the
Students might encounter one major
Dick Nunis, chairman of the Board Rosen
School
of
Hospitality
problem: The contract would not guar- of Trustees, emphasized to the other Management.
antee that students would be able to trustees that poor student choices are
Most of the section cuts came at the
enroll in their classes at the exact times the biggest reason that it takes more upper-undergraduate and graduate
, they want, Tom Huddleston, vice presi- than four years to W\aduate.
level.
.
dent of student development and enroll- · "Most o'f 1jhe time, [students] 1ust
ment services, said. ·
PLEASE SEE SCHOOL ON A3
don't' plan correctly;" he said. "I can
•

UCF considers a

finally

In the School of Communication,

contract to guarantee
graduation on time

crowded classes push majors aside
Though most classes in the journalism program are restricted only to
journalism majors, not all required
For students like Victor Leiner, . classes are restricted, and that's
there's only one way to get out of where the problem starts.
UCF with a degree in hand: beat a
"All journalism classes should
thousand students. to get into a 15- only be open to journalism majors,"
seat class, or try again next semes- Leiner, a senior journalism major,
said. He's part of a growjng problem
ter.
Of the massive body of students in at UCF - one that's reaching the
the · Nicholson
School
of breaking point in the school of jourCommunication, any of them can nalism, as elsewhere.
Teachers like jom·nalism profes.take Steve Collins' Magazine Editing
class on a whim, but for a desperate sor Rick Brunson agree. Brunson has
few, that class is the onlywayto grad- seen classes. fill up because of nonuate. It's only offered in one section majors, who aren't interested in jourper semester.
nalism, taking the available seats.
The proposed student contract
If you don't get in, yqu can beg for
one of a couple overrides offered had Brunson pleased that the school
each semester. If you're not a gradu- is trying to tackle this problem, but
ating senior, don't even bother ask- r he said he's got his doubts.
ing.
PLEASE SEE JUNIPRS ON A4
It all comes down to structure.

NICOLE SCHAUB
Contributing Writer
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Campus
•
campaigns
get rolling

(;

Deadline's today for
entering SGA contest
HEIDI R. DE VRIES
Staff Writer

AB today's 5 p.m. filing deadline
looms, thr(je students so far have
declared their candidacies in the
Student Government ABsociation
presidential election. .
Olu Aduloju, a member of the
SGA Senate from the College of
Health and Public Affairs, and Kevin
Peters; SGA'.s director of governmental affairs, each declared their candidacies on Monday; the first day they
could do so. Yesterday they were
joined by Pavan Talakala, a member
of the Senate who represents the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science.
The three can now begin campaigning actively.
Aduloju will run with vice presidential candidate Sen. Arienne
Buchanan from the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Peters has been the liason
between SGA. and the Florida
Legislature. His ticket is completed
by Willie Bentley Jr., judicial adviser
in the Battles cabinet.
Talakala ran for president last
year. This year he'll be joined by Alex
Sigal, a senator from the College of
Business Administration.
Students who want to run for the
presidency; which will not be contested by Battles, a senior, have until
today at 5 p.m. to declare their candidacy. The declaration requires a
petition with 500 student signatures,
to be delivered to the SGA office in
the Student Union.
The online election will be held
Feb.1&-18.
A series of elections statutes
changes were passed in the weeks
leading up to these declarations, to
reduce the controversy that plagued
last year's elections.
The Senate passed a bill Jan. 8 to
clarify that candidates may use their
own computers to solicit and record
votes, but they cannot use schoolowned computers to coerce voters.
In both the Senate and presidential
elections last year, candidates
lobbed accusations of fraud and
unethical behavior.
Another bill, passed Jan. 22, bans
candidates from using the Student
Union stage during the election period. The move follows an audit conducted by the Senate into a $5,000
"Progressive Fest" hosted by the
UCF Progressive Council last fall
during the Senate campaign. The
Progressive Council was cleared of
· wrongdo~ Jan. 12.

MELANIE SHIRK
Contributing Writer

Until the spring semester, Erin Seabolt was
wrapped up in school. Classes and homework
were taking their toll, and she needed·a
break. That's when service-learning changed
her outlook on the college experience.
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"It's easy for me to get
caught up in what I'm doing
at school, in classes and stories and projects - I forget
all too easily that there's
more to life than this," she
said. "There's a bigworld out
there and we have a responsibility to it."
Seabolt, along with about
1,500 other UCF students,
enrolled in a service-learning
course
this
semester.
Service-learning provides
students with an alternative
to a typical• .seme~ter.
Working with · non-profit
organizations,
public
schools, government agencies, campus groups or businesses, gives students the
opportunity to unite education with experience beyond
the classroom. Unlike an
internship, service-learning
does not focus on career networks. It is primarily a civic
and academic opening for
students to take part in their
community.
The program began in
2002 when John Schell, clean
of Undergraduate Studies,
and Linda Chapin, director
of the Metropolitan Center
for Regional Studies, applied
for a grant. The Florida
Campus Compact granted
$60,000 to UCF to launch the
program and finance workshops for faculty. UCF joined
35 other Florida universities
and community colleges in
adopting service-learning
into the curriculum. Ten different departments offer 56
courses with plans to expand

.
·Ii,

as the program generates
interest.
English major Matt Flood
enrolled in Terry Thaxton's
Creative Writing in the
Community course to work
with survivors of domestic
violence at Harbor House. .
"This world is a lot larger
than my experiences, and a
project like this has the potential of teaching me
more than what I can learn in
a traditional collegiate classroom environment," he said.
Other students have the
option of working with the
Coalition for the Homeless,
the Center ~or Drug-Free
Living or the .PACE Center
fdr Girls.
Linda Hargreaves, program
coordinator
for .
Undergraduate
Studies,
attributes the current success of the program to the
dedication of faculty; enthusiasm of students, and the
efforts of the service-learning committee. "This committee is phenomenal. They
got it started. They had
workshops, spread the word,
educated the faculty and
involved the students." The
committee is" a mixed group
of faculty and students working to improve the program.
Because the FCC grant
for the program expires May
31, administrative backing is
crucial for program expansion. "We are very fortunate
to have a new provost who
.knows about service learning
ANGELA KATSAREUS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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SERVICE ON A4 Linda Hargreaves, program coordinator for Undergraduate Studies, said she hopes to expand service learning with the provost's help.
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Surveys: Student voting on the rise

Arolind Campus
Senate vote on Patriot Act tonight

TERESA CAMPOSECO

Fbllowing a filibuster on Jan.
22, debate of an anti-Patriot Act
resolution is expected to
resume at the SGA Senate
meeting that begins at 7 tonight
in the Student Union Key West
room.
The resolution, sponsored by
Sen. Rachel Olander, would
send. a message to President
George W Bush and U.S.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
that UCF students oppose the
Patriot Act.
Fierce debate over wording
and sentiment of the resolution
has kept it on the Senate floor
for two successive sessions,
forcing postponement of a final
vote. If the resolution passes
today it will have to come up one
last time Feb. 5 before being
·
adopted by the Senate.
Senators also will be hearing
a resolution that says students
can use the school network to
play video g'affies. The ·resolution affirms the rights of students living in campus-affiliated
housing .to play online g'affies
using the high-speed Internet
network connections if they
wish to.

Contributing Writer

The ubiquitous political coverage of the Iowa caucus and
the New Hampshire primary
has inspired many news reports
and articles speculating about
the turnout of the elusive youth
voting bloc.
According to recent surveys,
an unusually large number of
young people are saying that
they will vote in November. But
there seems to be a conflict
between the numbers and what
many students perceive to be
the enthusiasm of their.peers.
According to MTV's October
2003 survey; 39 percent of 17- to
24-year-olds say they will vote
in the 2004 presidential election, which is one-third more
than planned to vote in the 2000
presidential election.
A fall 2003 survey by the
Harvard .Institute of Politics is
even more generous. The survey was conducted by phone
with a sipnple of 1,202 college
undergraduates from Oct. 3 to
Oct. 12 of last year.
It shows that 56 percent of
college students report that
they ~ definitely vote, and 26

College Republicans win awards
The
UCF
College
RepubUcans swept the awards
at the quarterly state meeting of .
the organization in Orlando
Saturday.
The UCF chapter was
named "Chapter of the Month"
for registering 174 students to
vote during the first two weeks
of the semester. Chairman
Kevin Buck was named . · ·
"Chairman of the Month" for his
mentoring activities and for his
role in training the Valencia
Community College · chapter,
one of 22 such chapters around
the stitte.. Chapter Secretary
Natalie Boitet also was named
"CR of the Month" for her role in
registering voters. .
The UCF chapter counts
more than 300 members.

Anti-Semitism on view
Knights for Israel will screen
the film "Confrontation at
Concordia" 'at 7:30 tonight in
Engineering Building, Room
427. The documentary follows
events at Concordia University
in Montreal, where the Jewish
campus organization Hillel was
suspended in December 2002
after the student council there
said the group promoted enlistment in the Israeli Army. The
suspension came three months
after police broke up a six-hour
demonstration against a speech .
by former Israeli Prime. Minister
Banjamiii Netanyahu. Jewish
organizations have accused the
school of anti-Semitism. The
screening will be followed by a
discussion with Patrick Amar,
the
former
Concorctia
University Hillel president and
current Hasbara Fellowships
Campus coordinator.
Fbr information e-mail Dalia
at d101782@aol.com

- Drink to your fellow students
Students are invited to get
some liquid therapy by the
Physical: Therapy Club at 9 p.m.
tomorrow at the Liquid Cellar.
The bar, located across Alafaya
Trail from UCF, will offer drink
specials and live music for visitors. The club is hosting the
event ttl raise funds for tests
and conferences that club members attend.
Anyone over 18 is' welcome.
The club is asking for donations
at the door.

Aclose lookat stalking
UCF Victim Services hosts
"Me and My Shadow: The
Impact of Stalking," a discussion at noon today in Visual
Arts Building, Room 105.
Speaker Elizabeth Mustaine
will ,review her research on
stalking, and members of UCF
Victim Services will provide
insight into the consequences
for stalking victims.
For information call Holly
Ralph at 407-823-6502 or e-mail
womenst@Pegasus.cc.ucf.edu.

percent claim they will probably his interest in voting, says he unashamedly says that he has
vote in the presidential election. doesn't talk about politics with never voted and doesn't plan to.
The IOP survey also indi- friends and doesn't even know "I know I should and it's imporcates that young people increas- ' of anyone who votes. LoVings, tant, but politics is boring," he
ingly believe in the importance who voted for the first time in said half-jokingly. "It's only
of getting involved in politics. the 2002 Florida gubernatorial interesting when something
Twenty-one percent of all stu- election, says the message he cool happens, like a war."
dents reported that tb._ey had gets is that young people are
Paul Smith, president of the
participated in a
pro-life club Students for Life,
government,
says that many people hold this
or
political
view because Americans are
issues-based
comfortable and have a very
organization, an
nice life. 'fill these things that
increase of 7
we take for granted are being
percent since
taken away and have been
2002.
taken away in many countries
Students
of the world," he said. "People
also see their
would not think it boring if
vote as more of
. someone else started to take
a deciding facaway our free speech. Then it
would be more than boring!"
Rusbarsky; turning serious,
said: "Look, I'm really busy. I
trust the votes ~ of every other
American who votes. It sounds
dumb, but at least I'm honest."
tor than before, with more
than 80 percent agreeiiig that
Chris Kintner, president of
their vote will make a differthe UCF College Democrats,
ence in the 2004 election.
says that people who hold the
These survey results seem to lazy and only care about what's . same view as Rusbarsky get
show the opposite of what some going on now. "They don't seem what they pay for. "When the
· students like sophomore crimi• to care about what's , down the electorate doesn't take the time
to make educated decisions, the
nal justice major Brett Lovings, road," he said.'
Senior liberal studies major
19, encounters. Lovings,· who
PLEASE SEE MTV ON A4
credits his family for influencing Joseph
Rusbarsky,
22,

MTV

Police Beat

A little drunk and a little stoned

,.-

of alcohol coming from his
breath with each sentenee.
The driver was asked to
'
Officer
Clement 0il'lfi(!1~;;;Jll' submit to a sobriety test,
. Punter . saw a black ... f!f,ff!llJ' which he agreed to.
Mitsubishi sedan on ·~ :/,{;·
Despite repeated explanaSunday morning traveling south tion, the driver made counting
on College Park Trail with a errors on the walk-the-line test,
and had trouble with his balheadlight out.
Punter stopped the car and, ance.
On the one-leg-stand test, the
when asking for a license, registration and insurance, said in driver dropped his foot on the 9,
the report that he noticed the 13 and 16 second count.
On the "nine-one-thousand"
smell of al~hol coming from the
count, Punter noticed the driver
car.
He also noticed the driver's had started counting· out of
order, saying "two one thousand,
eyes were slightly red..
He asked the driver to' get out three one thousand, four one
'
of the car so he could figure out thousand."
At that point, for the driver's
if the smell of alcohol was coming from the passenger,.who had safety; Punter ended the test.
The officer decided the driver
already admitted to drinking.
When the driver got out, was probably under u5';i influPunter asked him if he had been ence of more than just alcohol,
. drinking. The driver, according and after reading the Miranda
· to the report, said he wasn't warnings to the suspect, asked
him if he had smoked cannabis
drunk. He'd only had one beer.
Punter noticed a strong smell earlier in the evening.

ALEX BABCOCK

"'"~"" ""'

~

According to Punter, the driv- 32 ounce OlQ. English "800" Malt
er said he'd smoked a joint that Liquor, and handed it to the offibelonged to a friend.
·
cer.
•
After confirming his age by
The driver, Elliot Sack, 18, a
native of South Africa, was driver's license, Massey took two
arrested and charged with driv- vials of the beverage for eviing under the influence at about dence.
4:45 a.m.
At the DUI Testing Center his Sheriff needs your help
blood alcohol level was meas- .
The Orange County Sheriff's
ured at .029 t" .030.
Task Force has several openings
for volunteers. Typical duties
will include traffic control, crowd
Bibsy m>es down
On Patrol at Pegasus Pointe control, parking patrol and
Apartments at about 4 a.m. Jan. perimeter and access security.
18, Officer Donald Massey No prior law enforcement expenoticed a white male who looked rience is necessary and the Task
like he was under 21, a normal Force describes the jobs as "noncombatant."
sighting on a college campus.
Volunteers must pass a back- .
As Massey drove past building 8, he said he noticed the sus~ ground c:Q.eck and attend monthpect,' Mario Andres Paez, aka ly meetings. Training and uni"Bibsy;" drop what appeared to forms will be provided by the
be a 32 ounce bottle of alcohol. Sheriff's Office.
To volunteer call 407-317Massey stopped the car and
asked the suspect, 20, to pie~ up 7640. For more information call
Lieutenant Fred Brown at 407the bottle.
Bibsy picked up the bottle, a 651-0194.

'.

Late-night hunger cured by late-night deliveries
with a $6 minimum delivery www.wingzone.com/knights. A place if you are strapped for
charge. The number is (407) $10 minimum delivery fee cash·and hungry in a hurry. The
273-2254 and delivery takes applies and delivery usually phone number is (407) 380-2333.
Everyone experiences those about 40 minutes.
takes about 30 minutes.
If pizza is what you crave,
The Pita Pit is always a good consider Broadway Pizza. · It's
late-night cravings for food, and
If you are in the m.ood for
everyone knows the struggle 0f chicken but don't want all the choice. The meals are fairly located directly across from
deciding whether to quell it.
vegetables, try Wmg Zone. They cheap and delivery doesn't take campus and is open until 2 a.m.
But wait. Why go out? are open until 1 a.m. -on Monday- long. In case you don't know on Sunday through Wednesday
There's always delivery.
Wednesday and 2 a.m. what a pita is, it's bread that is and 4 a.m. Thursday through
stuffed with whatever you want Saturday. Broadway Pizza has
Now, the question becomes Thursday-Saturday.
where to get it, and what's open
This is your typical Wing and rolled up into something · pies ranging from the usual pepafter midnight?
place with all kinds of sauces that looks like a burrito. The perorii to bacon cheddar cheeseIf you're in the mood for ranging from the usual hot prices at The Pita Pit are all less burger. The pizzas come in sizes
chicken; there's California sauce to garlic, honey, BBQ, than $6 a pita, unless you want that start at 14 inches for a
Chicken Grill on East Colonial. teriyaki; and Cajun. Unless you extra bacon or cheese. They medium to 18 in'ches· for an
They serve things like wings and. want more than 20 wings, prices also have salads which are all extra large. Broadway also has
chicken strips as part of a com- are less than $11 and come With under $6. The delivery time is more traditional Italian items on
plete meal including side orders optional ranch dressing. They about 25 minutes and they are j.ts menu, su,ch as lasagna,
of rice and vegetables. The also have burgers and salads open until 3 a.m. on weeknights. wings, calzones, strombOlis and
meals range in price from $5 to which are all less than $10. You There is no minimum delivery
$8, unless you want a combo or can view their . menu Online at charge, making this is great
PLEASE SEE AT ONA4
a lot of wings,
and ' then it's
more .than
$10. They
deliver
until 4
a.m.

CHUCK TOLMAN
Contributing Writer

let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be consid. ered for the Around Campus
: column, send an e-mail to effi..
~ tor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Mori.day for the
· Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
~Friday for the Monday edition.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOTO

The iconic green Volkswagen bus of Knightcaps delivers an assortment of late-~ight party necessities, from Mentos to cases of beer. The delivery bUsiness is the brainchild of UCF students.
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NASEEM SOWTI
·

Senior StaffWriter

Strange fever killing
Bangfadeshis ·
A mystery disease that
has killed at least 14 people
in Bangladeshi villages is
spreading grief and fear
over the region.
A mother in one village
wept as she told how her
two sons had been quickly
· struck down by the disease,
which authorities believe is
not the bird flu. The disease produces high fever,
headache, vomiting, and
spells of unconsciousness.
According to experts, it is
nothing like they have ever
seen.
As a preventive measure, the primary schools
have been closed and
attendance to higher
has
dropped
schools
sharply since the outbreak
of the unknown disease.
Samples have been sent to
the ·u.s. Centers for
Disease
Control
and
Prevention in Atlanta for
analysis.

Rules issued on animal feed
bans blood and excrement
Following the recent
mad cow disease scare, the
· U.S. Food and Drug
Administr ation
has
imposed new rules to prevent spread of the disease
by including a ban on feeding cow blood and chicken
wastes to cattle.
Contaminated food is
w;i.dely believed to have
started the mad cow epi, demic in animals in Britain
in the 1980s. Scientists suspect that feed can transmit
the disease if it includes
bone meal or other material rendered from the carcasses of sick cows, partic. ularly the brain and spinal
cord.)
Under the new rul~s,
cow blood pan no longer be
used to feed calves, and the
use of composted poultry
litter as a feed ingredient is
banned. Officials foresee
even stricter regulations on
animal feed in the future.
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First U.S. tuberculosis vaccine trial in 60 years begins
A new vaccine, made •
with several proteins from
the bacterium that causes
tuberculosis, will - soon '
enter the first phase of
hllman safety testing.
The trial will be conducted in the United States •
by Seattle biotech company
Corixa and GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals.
The vaccine combines •
two TB proteins known to
stimulate strong immune
responses in humans. It •
offers hope for reducing the
burden of a disease that
claims about two millio:n
lives each year.
lfl
The currently available
TB vaccine, called BCG,
offers some protection ,.
against TB but wears off
over time. Also, BCG is not
very effective 8.gainst pulmonary TB, the most con- <!
tagious form of the disease.

Exercise your brain and it will
grow, even while juggling
In a study conducted at
the
University
of
Regensburg in Germany;
scientists have found that
the right kind of training of
the brain will result in its
enlargement.
This enlargement has
been tracked with magnetic resonance imaging
machines. During their "'
studies the researchers
found that the subjects,
who included jugglers and
cab drivers, when compared to average people,
showed an enlargement of
the gray matter, the brain
areas rich in neurons, as
opposed to the white matter, which consists mostly
of the biological wiring that
connects neurons.
The brain has about 100
billion neurons, each of
which makes an average
1,000 connections with others, for some 100 trillion
interconnections in all,
none of them color-coded.
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School offered more seats this tenn
FROM

Al

Excluding changes in Rosen
School and general education
courses, UCF cut 85 upper-level
classes this spring.
This shift has caused many
students to question UCF's priorities and has been a focal
point of the two student-led rallies held on campus. A rally in
November and another this
month accused administrators
of taking raises while igTioring
student needs.
Some students said they
were planning to transfer to
other schools to graduate in less

• >

ment cap "than reasonable allocate close to $12.3 million as
demand for the class."
mid-year adjustments to make
Many online courses have a that happen.
The College of Arts and
minimum of 10 seats offered and
may only have one or two stu- Sciences will receive the biggest
dents sign up for each section. adjustment, a projected $5.68
These virtual seats are included million, while the College
in the available seat count Hitt Engineering and Computer
referenced.
Science will need to receive over
Officials did not specify how $3.05 million to match last year's
many of the available se~ts were total allocation.
in these sections.
In addition, the Rosen School
Hitt also reported that every . received a $1 million recurring
college will receive more money budget increase because of its
this year than during the 2002- relocation
to
the
new
2003 school year. UCF expects to International Drive site.

time.

~; J

Hitt explained that more
lower-level courses were needed
. > . to accommodate rising enrollment. 'We want to be sure that
we are offering the right schedule of classes to meet student
need," Hitt said.
As of Jan. 12, only 2.7 percent
of seats for UCF's spring general education classes were still
available, while 18 percent of the .
university's total seats remained
unfilled.
"In a class ·Of 50 seats, that
means only one or two.seats are
still available," he said. "That is
certainly a lot tighter than we
> would like to· see."
The high percentage in available seats is partly due to UCF's
distance learning sections,
AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
which often have higher enroll- The newly opened Rose~ School will receive an additional $1 million per year in funding.

24-hour high speed Internet
.

Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.

Cable TV Programming
with 68 channels plus H80.

clubhouse with big-screen TV &
computers with Fast Internet

UnA'mited local phone service
(4 private lines); electricity, water,
sewer & pest control included
(no utility deposits)

~ Free shuttle service to

U1

and from UCF

can 107-3H-8626

brand new fitness center
www.boardwalkapts.net

lnfo@ boardwalkapts.net
fax 407·384·8094
located 8/10 of a mile from UCF

2-Day Ca eer IExpm Event
f'ehroary 3 & 4, ~()){})4
Internship Fair
Spring 2004 Career Expo
1

February 3, 2004
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
UCF Arena

)

.

407-823-2361
crc@Iilail.ucf.edu
Student Resource Center
Building 7G, I.loom # 227

February 4, 2004

10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
UCF Arena

Professional Attire _Rf;!quired
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

CMrnEH fhisouttcg Cn~T!J fl

Waterford·Lakes Dental
'

,
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(a $200 value>
..,

00150
00210
01110
03961

Oral Exam
All necess~ry X-ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis)
BLEACHING IS .FREE!

Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701

401-382-6122
www.hotsmilesnow.com
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Juniors facing brick walls at registration
FROM Al
"I'm not sure if it will eliminate the problem of journalism
students getting the classes
they need, because it's not so
much a problem of the students
walking the straight and narrow, as it is a staffing problem,
where you can't offer enough
class sections and enough
teachers to teach them,"
Brunson said, "but at least
they're trying."
Though final enrollment isn't
set in stone, overrides for these
classes are only offered to graduating seniors, making it difficult for students to reach senior
status due to a lack of credit
hours. Students with special sit, nations or permission from professors often cannot get into the
classes they need.

"It's not so much a
problem of the
students walking
the straight and
narrow, as it is a
staffing problem,
where you can't
offer enough class
sections and
enough teachers
to teach them."
- RICK BRUNSON
JOURNALISM PROFESSOR

"I received permission from
two different professors to get
an override into their classes,
but when I went to the department to tell them, they refused
to speak to me and never
responded to my e-mails
because I am a junior,"
Marianne Hayes said~
Other limited access undergraduate programs at UCF tend
to have problems with classes
filling up as well, but the journalism department claims to
have suffered the most. Because
the School of Communication is
not an accredited program, it
has not received sufficient funds
to hire more teachers and provide more classes.
''.All of this comes down to
money and .staffing," Brunson
said. "In our faculty meetings
we talk ~bout how to eliminate

these problems. There is talk of ·
creating different tracks, such
as a magazine journalism
track."
Due to the department's situation, students like Hayes have
faced extra financial hardships
beyond the repeat registration
fees. She's had to take out more
loans and spend more money on
housing because of her extended stay at UCF. With class availability r emaining uncertain, she
doesn't know what semester
she'll be graduating.
Though steps like the proposed four-year graduation contract may eventually help students exit with a sheepskin on
time, it's one of many fixes that
have yet to be implemented.
Journalism students in the
meantime await a long-expected expansion of their program.
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M1V aims to boost college voting
FROM A2

government is less representative of the public's concerns," he
said. "If someone's willing to
suffer the consequences of special interests dominating elections, they have to suffer the
consequences."
Jeffrey Tuell, treasurer of
the UCF chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union
and chairman of the Liberty
Knights, is harsher.
"They'll have plenty of time
to consider their options after
they've been arrested under an
unjust law such as the Patriot
Act, but then it will be too late
since they'll likely lose their
right to vote," he said. "Or, they
can think of their own apathy

every time they have to open
their wallets to pay a tax levied
by the representatives they
were too busy to care about.
Better yet, they should consider
what kind of society we would
live in if only those who had
ample free time concerned
themselves with the administration of our government."
At least one television channel is following what the
research is indicating and
encouraging that behavior in
case the research is wrong.
mtvU, formerly known as the
College Television Network, and
sister station of youth and pop
MTY,
culture
colossus
announced on Jan. 15 it would
help bring polling stations to the
75 percent of college campuses

There is also an online facet
without one. This is just one of
the efforts in its Choose or Lose: of mtvU's crusade to inform and
20 Million Loud voter campaign inspire action. Friedman says
that hopes to get at least 20 mil- that students will see political
lion people ages 18 to 30 to vote coverage that. interests t hem
in the 2004 presidential elec- and then go online to get more
tion.
.
information about the process
Part of the 20 Million Loud of taking action.
campaign calls for political covNevertheless, whether young
erage and campaign develop- people believe in each other's
ments to be a mainstay in intentions to vote or not, the
mtvU's news division. "There trend that the IOP survey
will be election news through- .showed seemed to be confirmed
out the year but -coverage will as late as last week during the
obviously heat up during the Iowa caucuses. Anecdotal eviprimaries, the conventions and dence from Iowa State
in the home stretch," said University, the University of
General Manager Stephen Iowa and Grinnell College indiFriedman. "Coverage will be 50, · cates that voters under 30 com60 and even 70 percent [of total prised 17 percent of. Iowa caunews], depending on breaking cus-goers, up from only 9 perstories."
cen,t four years ago.

Service-learning combines learning with volunteering
FROM

Al

and supports it," Hargreaves
said. "Provost [Terry] Hickey
has been instrumental in creating an institutiOnal atmosphere
where service-learning is honored and valued."
Hickey is in his first year at
. UCF and has approved an
increase in.funding for servicelearning courses. An additional
15 percent of funding above the
amount budgeted for regular
classes will be allocated to colleges for service-learning, but
will be shared with co-ops,
internships and nndergraduate
research programs.
· Gordon Worley, a student of
computer science, took Melody
Bowdon's honors tech-writing
course last semester. "We
worked with the Orlando
Science Center. My group
developed navigational aids,

including an improved map, a
scavenger hunt and sign posts
to direct visitors inside the
Center."
.
Worley
returned
as
Bowden's research assistant
this semester for Literature of
AIDS, another service-learning
course. "I think there is a tack
of promotion of service learning
to students. For the most part,
students who haven't taken
service-learning classes have
no idea what it is. Certainly it
should be disqussed at orientation if it isn't already." He didn't
know his last course was service-learning until the first day.
Student involvement with
service learning is at about 4
percent, which is lower than the
national average of 27 percent.
"We are working to have service-learning noted for courses
so students will know before
registering which courses

involve this
component," are presently thinking about
Hargreaves saiq. "That way how to integrate SL into their
they can choose to get courses. This is :riot an easy
thing to do, by the way." Wright
involved."
Diane Wink, a professor in explains, "It often requires a
the School of Nursing, and Jim complete rethinking of course
Wright, a professor in the objectives _a nd how best to
Department of Sociology and achieve them." Regardless of
Anthropology, are member!~ of the work, Wright believes
the cQmmittee for service-learn- there's no substitute for civic
ing. Wink said, "We want every engagement. "Book learning of
faculty member to have knowl- these issues only takes a stuedge about service-learning so dent so far. To go all the way
they can consider the possibili- you need to get your hands
dirty out in the community."
ties."
Wright teaches undergraduThe program will celebrate
ate courses in urban social I Service-learning Day on Feb.
problems. He said that while 18. From 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
service-learning is more work in the Marketplace Live Oak
than the average course, it's Room, faculty are invited to
also more rewarding for every- learn more apout the program
one. "Every semester, there are and combining classroom work
two or three students who tell with -community involvement.
me, 'This SL requirement For more information visit
changed my life."' Wright said. http://www.servicelearning. ucf.
"There are other faculty who edu.
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At Knightcaps, you can order kegs to go
FROM A2

salads. Delivery is free and they
do accept checks, although it's
an extra. 50 cents. The pizza
takes about 45 minutes to deliver; the number is (407) 282-4000.
Finally there is the ultimate
in
late-night
delivery:
Knightcaps. Begun a few years
ago, Knightcaps delivers everything from beer, wine, cigarettes
and kegs to food from Obee's,
Fusian J apanese Eatery & Sushi
Bar, Pita Pit and Wmg Zone.
If you want food from one of
those places there is a 50-cent
charge for each item, in addition
to the cost. Not a bad deal if you
are with a group of people who
all want different food. You can
also order snacks and drinks if
you don't want a full meal. They
have things like Doritos, Mentos,
macaroni and cheese, popcorn,
brownies (the legal kind), oatmeal cream pies, and the usual
kinds of candy you'd find in a
convenience store.
Knightcaps also has party
supplies in case your friends
decide they want to throw a
party at your place and don't tell
you until the last second. If you
find yourself in that situation,
fret not, for Knightcaps delivers
dice, playing cards, cups, ice
and disposable cameras, in case
you want payback on your
friends. They also have what
they call "other party supplies,"
which is just condoms.
J
They have three types of
.;

party packs that are around $15
and come with all you will need
for the night. There is the "Love
Pack," "Game Day Pack" and
the "Movie Pack." If you are in
the mood for just beer and don't
want to leave the party,
Knightcaps will deliver kegs
with taps and tubs. Fbr all three
there is a $55 deposit required.

There is a $3.49 delivery fee
on all orders, or you can have it
delivered fr~e by becoming a
member, which also gets you
fr~e admission to Roxy nigil.tclub before midnight as well as
discounts to tanning beds and
select restaurants. The basic
membership fee is $15 a month,
or you can become a multi-

month member and get a free Tshirt. For information go to
Knightcaps.com or call (407)
381-BEER.
Thus, the next time you are
sitting in your room while
Chappelle's Show is coming on,
don't worry; the only body part
you have to move to end your
hunger is your finger.
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Legendary groundskeeper George Toma puts the finishing touches on the field for Super Bowl XXXVlll on Tuesday at Reliant Stadium.

Kerry wins in New Hampshire,
clinches front-runner status
MANCHESTER, N.H. - Sen.
John Kerry of Massachusetts
won New Hampshire's first-inthe-nation presidential primary
Tuesday, securing his status as
the Democratic Party's frontrunner and rocketing his candi' dacy into next week's frenzied
round of cross-country contests.
Vermont
Gov.
Former
Howard Dean was far behind in
second place, enough to keep
his hopes alive but far short of
the close finish his aides said he
needed to rebound from last
week's weak third place iJ:i
Iowa.
Far behind Dean, retired
o Army Gen. Wesley Clark, who
had· staked much of his campaign on a strong sho:wing in
"> New Hampshire, battled for
third place against Sen. John
Edwards of North Carolina. Sen.
Joseph
Lieberman
of
Connecticut, the third New
Englander in the race, struggled
to keep pace with them.
Kerry won 39 percent and
1 Dean had 26 percent, with Clark
and Edwards taking 12 percent
each. Sen. Joe Lieberman won 9
percent of the vote.
Kerry greeted uproarious
supporters in a ballroom of the
Holiday Inn in downtown
Manchester and aimed directly
at Bush:
"I have a message for the
influence peddlers, for the polluters, the HMOs, the drug companies, big oil and all the special
interests who now call the
White House home: We're coming. You're going. And don't let
the door hit you on the way out."
Since 1976, every candidate
.) who won both the Iowa caucuses and the New Hampshire primary has won his party's n01ni., nation.

for explosives rather than questioning or searching the men
themselves.
Had
the
government
required more intense screening for passengers identified. by
the computer-assisted. passenger-screening program, officials
might have found and confiscated the box cutters and utility
knives used to hijack the four
airliners, according to the preliminary report from the
National Commission on
Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States.
At least three of the 19
hijackers set off metal detectors
· at
Washington
Dulles
International Airport but were
allowed to proceed to their
gates. Two were scanned by
screener~ with hand-held metal
detectors, according to an airport videotape.
At a hearing Tuesday, the
commission also found that the
Federal
Aviation
Administration's Office of·Civil
Aviation Security considered
the possibility of a suicide
attack as far back as 1998 and
mentioned it in a presentation
to airlines in early 2001.

pus intersections. They will
then begin doling out jaywalking citations.
Yet some students said they
doubt that will deter jaywalking,
a practice many see as necessary to get around the campus.

Welcome to Hertz Beware of the monkeys

MIAMI - At the Airport
Hertz Rent-A-Car on Seventh
Avenue in Dania Beach, Fla.,
you can get a Mustang or a
Jaguar.
If a monkey doesn't get you
first.
Customers approaching this
Hertz location are greeted with
signs :reminding them not. to
feed the monkeys, which have
been spied tossing mango pits
at people and using trash-can
tops as cymbals.
In fact, Hertz is just the latest
location in Dania Beach to be
beset by a plague of vervets, aka
green monkeys, which have
been making the small city their
own private urban jungle for
decades. The monkeys with flattened black faces and white
· furry beards swing through the
trees and sometimes skitter
across nearby mobile-home
Jaywalking violations prompt
roofs, making a sound akin to a
University of Kentucky to act
thunderstorm.
Human Frogger, it seems,
They have been known to
has replaced basketball as the climb into newly washed cars in
University of Kentucky's most the neighborhood and make a
mess of their interior. They love
cherished sport.
Every day on the •campus, to jump on the roofs, trampoline
pedestrians ~art across lanes of style.
traffic in one of the most conThe vervets have deep roots
gested areas of the city, some- in the Dania Beach area times standing in the middle of deeper, in fact, than the Hertz
the road waiting for traffic to outlet. They apparently date
clear. Last semester, six pedes- back to a roadside primate
trians were hit by cars on the attraction that closed shop in
campus, according to UK and the early 1950s.
Lexington police records.
According to the locals who
With a new semester under have been coexisting with the
way, UK police have a strategy monkeys for decades, someone
to corral jaywalkers back into at the farm simply opened the
crosswalks: jaywalking cita- cage and set the captives free
Hijackers were considered
security risks, 9/11 panel reveals tions. In Kentucky, they carry a when no one would take them.
The escapees fled to the forWASHINGTON - Nine of the $20 fine, plus $110.50 in court
)
·
est, where they developed a diet
Sept. 11, 2001, hijackers were costs.
Campus police have also of grasshoppers, beetles, small
· identified as possible security
risks by the government's pas- seen a rise in speeding on cam- crabs and, on occasion, the food
·
senger-profiling system before pus, Manley said. The combina- in Fido's dog bowl.
Do-gooders have supplied
boarding their ill-fated flights, tion of jaywalking and speeding
the commission· investigating has created a dangerous situa- them with Fig Newtons, Doritos
tion, he said.
and, of course, bananas. That's
the attacks revealed Tuesday.
Officers will be handing out been illegal since 1993, and can
But, following the guidelines
in place at the time, officials at educational brochures and cost you a $500 fine.
Still, lots of people love those .
three of the nation's airports warnings for the first few weeks
·
., merely searched their baggage of the semester at several cam- monkeys.

Ask

a doc
DR. FRANCIS KARCSH
UCF Health Services

Q. My heel ha.s been bothersome. I have been having a
tingling sensation in my toes
that moved up the calf of my
right leg. lVhat might be causing tkis?

Heel pain is a common problem that troubles people of all
ages. Heel pain can be caused
by the way your feet move or by
the way your legs and feet are
built. It ~ can result from an

injury or a medical problem that
affects your entire body.
Early conservative treatment
is often effective in the treatment of common heel and rear
foot deformities such as plantar
fasciitis, Haglund's deformity,
posterior calcaneal spurs and
tarsal tunnel syndrome. Other
causes of heel pain include
stress fracture of the calcaneus
.(heel bone), fracture of a heel
spur, plantar fascial rupture,
nerve entrapment, arthritides,
gout, tendonitis and low back
problems.
To find the root of your problem, your doctor asks about
your medical history and examines your foot. Special tests like
an X-ray may be needed to confirm your diagnosis since many
causes of heel pain produce similar symptoms.
Your medical history is
important. Where and when
does it hurt? Your answers offer
clues to the cause of your heel
pain. If you've had similar pain
before or if another part of your
body also hurts, tell your physiclan. He will want to know·about
any previous back trouble or
· ongoing medical problems.

Your foot exam will help
determine the cause of your
pain. Your physician feels for
swollen ligaments, inflamed tendons and displaced bones and
joints. Your leg length 'a nd the
mobility of your lower joints
may also be examined. Your
physician may evaluate nerve
function by testing your reflexes
and the sensation in your legs
and feet.
Other diagnostic tests
besides an X-ray may be
ordered. Blood tests may be
ordered if .your physician suspects a general medical problem
such as a type of arthritis ..
Special imaging with MRI and
CT scanning are sometimes
necessary to determine tissue
injuries.
Once the underlying problem
is identified your treatment plan
may consist of immediate care
to relieve symptoms (rest, ice,
compression, elevation, medication), specific treatment for the
cause of your pain, and preventive care to help keep your problem from recurring.
E-mail your questions to
AsltJJOoc@maiLud.edu
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OUR STANCE

Contract could spell
U Can Finish
A

Just 45.2 percent of UCF studministrators may have the
dents said they planned to gradusolution to a big problem at
ate in four years or less, accordUCF - a way to make sure
ing to an online survey conducted
students can graduate in four
by the Future in September. That
years.
figure gives new meaning to the
When the UCF Board of
term "four-year school." Factoring
Trustees met on Jan. 22, the idea
out choice as the cause of the
of a student contract was
delay; a sizeable chunk of the stuhatched. Basically; students who
sign the contract say they want to dent population likely is held back
graduate in four years and will
by limited class offerings.
The blame for this problem
complete all of the necessary
classes to achieve that goal. In
doesn't rest entirely on the shoulexchange, the university promises ders of administrators.
Indeed, there are some classes
" to make sure those student are
that all students must take, and
able to enroll in all the necessary
classes in a timely fashion to
·those classes are available in limensure their graduation in that
ited supply. Fbr example, every
student who wants to graduate
time frame.
must complete English 101.
To some extent, the plan
Assume that 100 classes are
appears to be a defense against
attrition. The school can't afford
offered with just 40 seats each.
What would happen if everyone in
to lose students, and more than a
few students who have attended
a 5,000-student freshman class
tried to enroll in the course durrecent rallies to express their
frustration with UCF's current
ing their first semester? Only
budget problems have said they
4,000 students would get in.
plan to leave. The plan also helps
But that's a simplified scenario
to prevent prospective students
compared to the real problem. In
from skipping over UCF's name
truth, some students have schedwhen picking a school. Bad word- ule conflicts that prevent them
of-mouth is bad for business.
from securing a class when they
It's likely every school in the
have the time to take it. Some stu_dents have to complete classes in
country has a derogatory nickname like we do here at U Can't
a certain order, and find plenty of
open seats in the higher-level
Finish. The names stick because
courses but few in the lower-level
so many students can empathize
with the troubles that such a nick- course. Some classes are
required to graduate in certain
name reflects.

. OURSTANCE

majors, but are made available to
any student on campus - thus
making it more difficult for those
students who most need the
classes to secure them. Some students' inevitably fail the course
and have to take it again, adding
to the number of those who are
vying for the seats in each section.
With such a chaotic set of variables, it's hard to tell what's going.
to happen in any particular
semester. UCF uses charts and
trend analysis to determine who
needs what class, and how many
sections must be offered to
accommodate all of those students. How many will register for
classes and how many of those
will show up for the first day are
just educated guesses, however.
With UCF's burgeoning population, it's no wonder some students don't get the classes they
need. Throw the budget cuts into
the mix, and it's surprising we
don't have more problems.
A student contract with the
university is a good idea to work
around this constant problem. If
UCF goes through with this contract proposal, and the trustees
agree that the idea should be
developed further, students will be
able to get out of here in a
respectable amount of time, and
go on to the careers for which
UCF has prepared them.

/

The robbers who
work on Capitol Hill
I

n case some people didn't
think he was looking out for
the rich guys already;
Congressman Billy Tauzin of
Louisiana has decided to consider another job - in the drug
industry.
Fbr people who need prescription drugs to live, Tauzin's name
should ring a loud, angry bell. He
helped co-author the prescription
drug benefit package that recently passed through Congress the same one that infuriated
some of his colleagues because
of the money it would give to
pharmaceutical companies in the
name of privatizing Medicare.
It's no coincidence that, after
Tauzin's work on the bill that
would help drug companies make
more money on the taxpayers'
dollar, a drug industry group
offered him a job for reportedly
more than $1 million a year.
It's also no coincidence that
the offer came from the
Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America, which
was directly involved in the discussions that led to the legislation.
What's most bizarre about
this is that it's not illegal. Even if
Tauzin had worked for a drug
company prior to seeking public
office, he still could run for
Congress and lobby for taxpayer
money on the behalf of drug companies.
.
Tauzin isn't setting a precedent. President George W Bush's
cabinet is full of industry insiders
whose former jobs would seem

the perfect reason not to give
them the posts they hold now.
Gale Norton, the interior sec-·
retary; is in charge of protecting
the environment and improving
conservation. Strangely, before
being appointed to that position,
she had made a career out of
.demolishing the environment.
Before joining the cabinet, she
worked to open the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge for oil
drilling. After that, while working
as a lawyer, she sued the
Environmental Protection
Agency to overturn clean air
standards.
Speaking of the EPA, the current director of that agency;
Michael Leavitt, used to be governor of Utah. That .doesn't seem
like such a bad thing, until you
see that, according to the EPA,
his state was the third worst in
the union at enforcing the Clean
Water Act. He also opened six
million acres of public wilderness
lands to mining and oil drilling.
Don Evans, Bush's commerce
secretary, was an oil company
owner before helping Bush campaign and becoming a cabinet
member. He now oversees the
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,
which is responsible for regulating use of the oceans and air. He
currently holds millions of dol- ·
lars in stock options with a
Colorado oil company.
Vice President Dick Cheney
used to be CEO of Halliburton,
an oil services company. Last
year, he made $34 million in

stock options and other payments from that company. The 1
Halliburton name may ring a
bell. The Bush administration
took heat for giving the company
a contract to rebuild the oil
industry in Iraq without accepting other offers. That isn't a coincidence, either.
Even in the private sector,
those types of inside connections
border on illegal. Martha Stewart
is a good example of what happens when somebody with inside
information on a company
defrauds the American people
while making money. Stewart is
accused of receiving information
from employees for the medical
technology company she invested
in, which led to her selling her
shares of stock a day before their
price plunged.
No sane business owner
would hire somebody who would
do the exact opposite of what the
job entails. The company would
lose money.
Unfortunately; politicians
know that even if they destroy
the environment or rob the country of taxpayer moneY, they've
still got a friend in the companies
they've helped make rich"
There shouldn't exist a single
loophole through which politicians can make money from
businesses that receive government funding. Without laws to
stop conflicts of interest like
Tauzin's, there will always be
cushy jobs waiting for politicians
who are willing to sell out the
interests of the American people.
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READER VIEWS
school and this state. As an out-of-state trans. fer, I was under the impression that UCF was
In the recent article ["Filibuster delays vote
centered around academic excellence. I couldon Patriot Act again," Jan. 26], SGA Sen.
n't have been more wrong.
Jeffrey Tuell is quoted saying, "the Patriot Act
Instead of graduating this term, as originalaffects every one of you ... and the federal govly planned, I will be lucky if I can finish in the
ernment can now eavesdrop on your phone
fall. I've found that while we are being charged
calls, faxes, and e-mail at will." Unfortunately;
more and more money to build new buildings,
he failed to realize.that the act gives countertpay salaries and improve the athletic program,
. errorism investigators the same powers that
academically we have nothing to show for it.
investigators of mob cases and drug dealers
President Hitt wants UCF's student populahave. This does not affect me. I am not a tertion to continue to increase, which is underrorist. Therefore, the government is not interstandable. But why not try taking care of the
ested in my e-mails or phone calls.
current situations and students? We should be
The Patriot Act specifically protects
Americans' First Amendment rights! As for the top priority.
- MELINDA SILVA
reference to a sign being placed in the library;
it just seems unnecessary. Terrorist experts .
have absolutely no interest in the library activities of sincere UCF students. Unfortunately;
. Will you please write another article informterrorists do use libraries (as many of the Sept. ing students that if they exceed 10 percent of
11 terrorists did), so perhaps we should make
their degree requirements, they will be forced
a sign to redirect them to a place where they
to pay $520 per semester-hour ["Bush seeks
can safely plan to murder thousands more.
7.5 percent tuition hike," Jan. 26]? This will
I believe the SGA Senate is misinformed
cause many students to leave school due to not
about the Patriot Act, and we should thank
being able to pay for it. I am an engineering
Sen. Nick Merone, because without his filimajor and will exceed my minimum by 40
buster, UCF might have ignorantly supported a hours. That is nearly $20,000 more than the
resolution against the act.
$10,000 I will have already paid for school by
President Bush recently said, "The Patriot
then.
Act will expire soon; the threat of terrorism
- ALFRED LEE KELLER JR.
will not!" I only hope that the senators in favor
of this resolution will re-examine the Patriot
Act.
Future
When this act was voted on just over one
It is just amazing how uninformed you are
month after the Sept. 11 attacks, it was almost
about the political climate in Louisiana. Only
unanimously supported in the U.S. Senate (98slightly more amazing is some of the absurd
1) and won an overwhelming majority in the
suppositions in your editorial ["Bygone
House (357-66). Now, when Sept. 11 seems so
Dixiecrats should stay dead," Jan. 26]. First of
long ago, we are already beginning to forget.
all, David Duke is a caricature abhorred by the
-KARI FLOYD political establishment of both parties. Backing
him would be political·suicide and everyone
knows that.
While there may be some backward-thinkThough I am passionately opposed to the
ing people who would like to see this guy
Patriot Act and its unabashed disregard for the become president, there are no more here in
Bill of Rights on which this country is founded,
Louisiana than there are in Central Florida or .
I am less concerned with the opinions of the
California for that matter. I have traveled
SGA Senate regarding the issue, and more
extensively in both.
concerned with their lack of professionalism.
This group of people is neither in power nor
As quoted in the Future, Sen. Nick Merone · has any substantial pull to remotely decide
said: 'We need to talk about [the resolution]
regional elections. As you probably don't know,
fully and we need to consider it without the
Bobby Jindal is poised to run for the vacated
constraint of time. An uneducated vote would
congressional seat eyed by Duke. While narhave occurred with only 15 minutes left in the
rowly loosing his run for governor last fall (he
meeting."
·
.
got 48 percent), Jindal carried the areas repreYet at the beginning of Thursday's meeting,
.
sented in that congressional district by an
Merone not only voted for but spoke in favor of average of 70 percent. That district - suburmoving the resolution to the end of the agenda. ban areas west of New Orleans and north of
·It seems horribly ironic that he would be so
•
Lake Pontchartrain - is the most educated
concerned with the resolution receiving a full
and wealthiest in Louisiana. These people
hearing, and yet hours before he wanted it
turned out in droves to support a republican
pushed back. Furthermore, senators have had
who is the son of Indian immigrants, an Ivy
ove~ three weeks to educate themselves on this League graduate and a Rhodes scholar.
issue, as the resolution continues to be
To suggest that this demographic will be
delayed. Those who have not yet taken the
"duped" by some has-been redneck who gamopportunity1to look into it and gather informabled all his contributions away shows how little
tion obviously do not take their task as elected you know about this area and its people.
representatives of the students seriously.
- PAUL H.JOSSEY
A filibuster is an important tool for legislaNEW ORLEANS
tors, but must be given respect and taken seriously. It is not a card that should be played
when a group of senators is trying to kill a resolution, or when they fear that perhaps the resWhile it is well known that the Future has a
olution in question might actually pass.
left-of-center editorial bent, I was shocked at
I am ashamed to be represented by.senathe blatant dishonesty of your paper when it
tors who believe in wasting everyone's time
implied that the Republican Party endorses or
instead of facing an issue and resolving it.
supports a demagogue like David Duke of
Louisiana,
and that his racist beliefs were an
-EMILY RUFF
example of "conservatism."
He is a registered republican. In our country; a citizen can register as he or she pleases.
I find it amazing that our tuition is increasPolitical parties have no control over that. But
ing yet again, while our classes and programs
Duke has been officially; and very publicly; disare being cut ["Bush seeks 7.5 percent tuition
avowed and rebuked by the Republican Party.
hike," Jan. 26]. What are we paying for?
He is not a "republican."
President Hitt's wage? What are we paying
As for equating racists views with conserhim for'? Is he taking the time to teach us and
vatism, that's just plain silly. I know that illprepare us for the real world? No, but our
informed leftists like to equate everything evil
hard-working instructors have yet to receive
with conservatism, but editorial writers at a
their raises.
major university newspaper? You guys should
On the same front, our not-so-excellent foot- know better.
ball program and coaches have proven that
- BRYAN STEWART
athletics are above academics.
ClASS OF 2002
College is supposed to be about higher
learning. All we as students are learning is
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A7
that we have a group of idiots running this

·Delay on Patriot resolution is right

New fee is worth reiterating
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David Duke - a republican?

Students should be top priority

The Future encourages comments from readers. letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must indude
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel.Send letters to editor@UCfnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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READER VIEWS
With so much at stake, votes count

•

Voting is such an important responsibility in our
democratic society, yet many people rarely do it, or
even talk about it.
As a naturalized citizen, voting has been important in my life. I was born in Canada, but have
lived in the United States for about 10 years. I have
always felt like an American, but up until last year,
I wasn't a citizen so I wasn't able to vote. Tu me,
voting was my voice, and without that right, it was
as if I wasn't really part of this country.
My experience has made me wonder why so
many young people, especially students, are not
registered to vote. And those that are, aren't registered in Orange County where they spend nine
months of the year.
UCF students comprise more than 10 percent of
Orlando's population. Local officials decide what

time the bars close, what property taxes we pay,
and the how much it costs to get a car towed,
among others things. Yet instead of registering in
Orange County and voting on issues that affect us,
we all sit around and complain.
That's why I decided to do something about it.
I have joined up with Project Democracy, a nonprofit, non-partisan organization that has been
working on registering, educating and mobilizing
college students nationwide to vote. UCF is one of
the "flagship" university projects in this campaign.
We don't endorse a candidate and quite frankly,
we don't care which candidate you prefer. We just
want you to vote and make sure you know about
the issues.
There will be a lot at stake in 2004. Florida's
primary comes up March 9, the day we'll also vote
in county elections. Unfortunately, this day coincides with our Spring Break, making it rather
inconvenient for students. (As a side note, UF, USF,
FSU, FAMU and FAU also have Spring Break

scheduled during this time.) By scheduling the primaries and local elections during our Spring
Break, our state leaders have effectively disenfranchised thousands of college students.
Why? Well, the main reason is that very few students vote and affect' election results, so the many
local officials (with a few exceptions) do not care
about the students.
With your help, Project Democracy is going to
change that. We plan on registering, educating and
mobilizing 2,000 new voters in Orange County in
time for the March election. Our goal is 10,000 new
student voters by November.
This spring, we are promoting absentee ballots
and early voting at the county election office the
week before Spring Break. If you're not registered
in Orange County, please register. If you are registered, call the county elections office at (407) 8362070, and ask them to send you an absentee ballot.
Let's show the county elections officers that students care enough about their elected officials to

make our voices heard this March.

When you register with Project Democracy, you
will also fill out an issues survey, and check off the
issues that you feel are the most important. As
part of our education goal, we have formed
alliances with several on-campus organizations
that promote these issues. You will be contacted by
these organizations, to let you know where the
candidates stand on the issues that are important
to you.
Come and volunteer with us. This is not just for
p9litical science students. It's for anyone who
wants to make difference. Tu get involved, e-mail
us at projectdemocracy@hotmail.com.
Despite the fact that the state and the city have
set the schedule against empowering Florida college students, we'll make sure that the student
voice is heard in the coming election.
Remember, your vote is your voice.
- MEGHAN SAVARD
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AN~ INTERN FOR PROJECT DEMOCRACY

Place a valentine ad in the Future
classifieds and let him/her know
how you really feel.
Here's how:
• Call 407-447-4555
~ E-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com
• Stop by our tent in front of the
Student Union on Wed.
from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Mention this ad
and register to win a
$6 plain, $8 red holding
box of cbocolates from
Ad includes 5 lines, 35 characters per line.

•

$1 each additional line

the UCF Chocolate Club

or a love pack from
Knightcaps.com·
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- f ullv Furnished 1,2,3&4

Bedroom Aoanments
-Individual leases
-Private Baths •
-Resort s1v1e Pool & saa
-covered Basketball Pavilion
& Full Size Court

-covered Parking Available *
-Movie Tlleaue & ·conference Room

-UtlHties lnclnded in llent •
-free Ethernet

Ask about
-24 Hour Com uter lab,,_ __.~ our great
Fitness c nter
----..;;m;.:::_ove in specials!.
-free Tanni uBed
-Tennis C urts

•Sand Vollev all Court
-BBQ/ Picnic Pavilion
-Free cable /3 HBO's

·on Commons Cir.
Orfan , Fl. 32826

407 382-4114
*Some Restrictions Apply

·--~-- -· --

www.colle eparkweb.com

-
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SGA and UCF Sports Marketing presents..•
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SOME STUDENTS AT THE GAME.

. Will BE GIVEN A

''DEXI E.R LYONS AF'R O''·
AND A.SG·A GOLDEN KNIGHTS·SHl!RT
'

JANUARY 31 st, 2004 ot 7:30pm
.
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CONTEST: DRA\NING IN SGA OFFICE
CONTEST REGIST'R ATION:
.
'
MONDA~ FEB. 9th - FRIDAY, FEB. 13th

· 1! · GE. RGIASTAT•
UCF v.s.GEORGIA STATE
.

'

GAME: SATURDAY, FEB.21st, 2pm

. . See WWW.sga.ud.idu 'for morfe information :

,.

Funded by 'the Activ ity and SerYtce Fee t:hrough the
Student C-o ernl'ftent
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Total hits the UCF
softball team put up
in 14 innings of play
against BethuneCookrnan Tuesday.

Runners left on base
by UCF in both
games ofTuesday's
doubleheader.
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior Rachelle Schmidt ranked second in most
offensive categories for the Knights in 2003.

Runners left on
base by
Bethune-Cookman
in both games.

Softball

Total hits by UCF
third baseman
Bryttani li~dheim in
Tuesday's
doubleheader.

.Greg
AVI

Briefs
Asante Samuel
looks to join the
ranks of Mark
Gruttadoria and
Charles Lee as yet
. another Knight with
a Super Bowl ring
after Sunday's game
in Houston.Samuel,
a defensive backfor
the New England
Patriots, plays
behind veteran Ty
Law on the depth
chart and recorded
two interceptions in

Sports Editor

Johnson ready to go again vs. Troy State
FRITi LORISTON
Staff Writer

As a point guard; his first option is to
find his playmakers - and .he usually
does.
But don't get it wrong: UCF's Gary
Johnson runs the show.
Johnson knew just bow to respond
when fellow teammate Marcus Avant casually said to him they'll have the conference
wrapped up if they can manage to win the
next three games.
"What do you mean, i'f?" Johnson
replied without hesitation. "When we beat
them, we'll still have to go out there and
defend our turf."
Johnson is the floor general of a team
destined for March Madness, and which
confronts Troy State at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
at the UFC Arena.
It's a rematch of .the
'

Quotables
"As a rookie, I think
I've kind of been
spoiled by it all,
especially winning
14 straight. Maybe
we don't know how
hard it is, but we're
appreciating it more
and more each day."
-EX·UCF FOOTBALL
PLAYER AND NEW
ENGLAND PATRIOTS
ROOKIEASANTE
SAMUEL

"We feel pretty
good about ourselves at this point.
The thing the kids
have done is maintain their focus."
-UCF MEN'S
BASKETBALL COACH
KIRK SPERAW

Women take two from
Bethune-Cookman
ASHLEY BURNS

2003.

The women's
basketball team
hosts Lipscomb at,7
tonight at the UCF
Arena. The women
play Belmont for a
double-header
starting at 2 p.m.
Saturdayat the
Arena . .. Men's
tennis heads to
Gainesville today to
take on the thirdranked Florida
Gators.. . Women's
tennis heads to
Jacksonville for ASun action against
Jacksonville
University
tomorrow . .. Men's
golf is also
Gainesville-bound as
they tee off for the
Gator Invitational. ..
Women's track and
field will be in
Gainesville as well,
competing in the
Gator Invitational.

flawless
•
m season
opener

NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

Ooming off their season-opening
victory against Georgia Southern,
the UCF men's tennis team turned
their gaze toward the Princeton
Tiger s Tuesday.
Having never played Princeton
before, it was hard to judge how the
match would be played and if
ended up looking a lot like the
Knights' game against GSU. Much
like that game, the Knights would
take home this victory as well.
The match started out rough as
the Knights struggled in doubles
play yet again. Ener Gursoy and
Rhett Rosen are a pair of UCF's top
players but could not ·handle the
strength of the Tiger's Tim Kofol
and Sratha Saengsuwarn as they
bounced the home boys 8-0. Simon
Jaeger and Paul Ramy suffered the
same fate but at a closer margin

make excuses about where I come from
Jan. 23 meeting in Troy; Ala., where UCF
and all that. I have a good team here and
beat the defending Atlantic Sun
Conference champions 74-72.
we can accomplish a lot; that's what I'm
That game matched Johnson against
focused on right now."
Tfoy State's Greg Davis, who is· considered
It's no coincidence how -well Johnson
has acclimated to Coach Kirk Speraw's
one of the nation's top point guards.
preaching of defense and patience in such
"His [game] is similar to mine because
a short amount of time. The 6-foot-2-inch,
he drives to the basket a lot," Johnson said
180-pound guard, by way of Schoolcraft
of Davis, who is leading the nation with 9.1
Community College, models his game on
assists per contest. "But our style of
the Detroit Pistons' original bad-boy Isiah
offense is different. My first option is not to
drive. But every now and then, especially
Thomas, who was known for his stellar
when the shot clock gets low or we need a
defense and a canny ability to knock dqwn
big play; I'll take it to the hole and make it · tl}.e big shot.
1
happen."
Johnson stays humble to his roots, howNot bad for a kid who is the first in his
ever.
Asked who he would credit for his basfamily to receive a high school diploma,
ketball game, he needed but a short breath
and likewise the only one to attend college.
to answer.
"I knew from a young age, basketball
was my ticket," said Johnson, a junior col- ·
PLEASE SEE POI NT ON A10
lege transfer from Detroit "I won't ·ever

falling 6-8 to Princeton's Hans
Plukas and Andrew Lieu. The only
doubles win came from Antonio
Sierra and Joel Allen as their duo
overcame Darius Craton and Dan
Friedman 8-6. Sierra and Allen
would figure big in the singles portion of the match as well.
Having been in this position just ·
a few days ago against GSU, the
Knights knew that they would have
to win this match in the singles
games. Gursoy would have his
revenge from his doubles loss by
beating his opponent, Craton, 6-1and 6-4.
Sierra would also take his man
Friedman down by schooling him 61 and 6-2. And just as Jaeger did
against the Eagles, Allen proved to
be the point ~hat clenched it for
UCF when he defeated Plukas 7-6
and 6-1.
The Knights have started out 20 but the real test comes on
Thursday when the Knights go to
Gainesville. The Florida · Gators
have been notorious for crushing
our Knights in just about every
sport. Game time is set for 5 p.m.
so tune in to see if our men's tennis
team can turn the trend around
BRETT HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
and defeat the Gators, thereby Antonio Sierra and doubles partner Joel Allen (not pictured) recorded the 1>nly doubles win for
advancing to 3-0.
UCF against Princeton Tuesday.Sierra won his first two singles matches for an easy win as well.

l

Prior to Tuesday's UCF softball season opener, juniors
Stephanie Best and Jania
Shinhoster were named to the
Atlantic Sun Preseason AllConference Team.
During Tuesday's double-header against Bethune-C0okman,
they showed everyone why they
received the honor.
The Knights (2-0) pounded the
Wildcats (0-2) 5-1 in game one
Tuesday in Daytona. Best was
perfect at the plate against BCC.
The A-Sun "Preseason Player of
the Year" was 3-for-3, and only a
triple shy of the cycle.
Rightfielder Rachelle Schmidt
also had a great day offensively,
going 2-for-4 with two runs
scored. First baseman Kacie
Feaster and third baseman
Bryttani Lindheim also went 2-for4.
Lindsay Enders . took the
mound for the Knights in game
one, needing only two of Best's
three RBis to take out the
Wildcats. Enders pitched the complete game for UCF, allowing just .
one run on five hits while striking
out six. Lauren McCoy pitched a
complete game for BCC but was lit
up as she gave up 10 hits total and
just one strikeout.
The Knights didn't let up in
game two, as they knocked off the
Wildcats 3-1.
Shinhoster, who was held hitless in the first game, unloaded on
BCC pitcher Katie Finn. The centerfielder had two hits, including
her first home run of the season.
Shinhoster had six bombs in all of
2003.
Lindheim had another great
outing as she finished 3-for-4 with
one
RBI.
Lindheim
and
Shinhoster provided all of UCF's
offensive firepower as they
cruised to an early winning
streak.
Junior Kelly Mcintyre matched
Enders as she pitched the com- ·
plete game. Mcintyre surrendered
only one run in seven innings on
six hits. BCC pitcher Katie Finn
gave up two runs in five innings of
work, including Shinhoster's
home run. Viveca Patterson
allowed one run on five hits in two
innings of relief.
The Knights head to St.
Augustine next Friday to host the
UCF Triple Crown Classic. UCF
will take on McNeese, Boston
College, Indiana and Marshall
over the weekend.

Point guard provides glue that holds
FROM

A9

"A man who does not even
play basketball," Johnson
replied in a passionate tone.
"My brother. He was there for
me when I needed him. He
dropped out of school to take
care of the family, but he was
the one that made sure that I
woke up every morning and
made it to school. When everyone tells me I had a good game,
he'll tell me a number of things
that I could have done better
and that kept me going."
While seniors Dexter Lyons;
Josh Bodden and Roberto
Morentin have deservedly been
credited with the success of
the Knights this season,
Johnson has been the glue that
kept it together.
Lyons, whose popularity is
skyrocketing around UCF with
every win, also has recognized
the contribution of his point
mfµl.

'We play hard and we practice hard," Lyons said.
"[Johnson] came in and
stepped up and is doing what
the team needs him to do, and
that's playing ball hard."
Johnson \is averaging 8.5
points a game and a team-leading 3.8 assists. His best offensive output of the season was a
24-point performance against
Belmont. He has l~d the
Knights to an undefeated
record through the first half of
conference play and is looking
forward to another matchup
against Davis.
Saturday's clash of the topranked men's basketball

teams in the A-Sun should
answer for good the question,
who is the team to beat in the
A-Sun - defending champion
Troy State or UCF?
The Knights' earlier 74-72
defeat over the Trojans was a
thriller in front of a record
crowd at Trojan Arena. Led by
Lyons and Morentin, who combined for 43 points, the
Knights used a pair of clutch
shots late, and then were able
to. seal the game with free
throws in the final seconds to
preserve the victory despite a
furious closing rally by the
Trojans.
Troy State had a trio of
double-digit scorers led by
Davis' 17 points. Ryan Heck
and Kendrick Johnson finished with 10 and 16 respectively.
The Knights defense, which
is ranked No. 1 in the A-Sun,
surrendering just 59.1 points a
contest, held the Trojans nearly 20 points below their season
average.
"It's going to be another
tough game," said Speraw,
who looks to lead the Knights
to their second consecutive 20win season. "We are not going
to do anything drastically different and neither will they."
The Knights are off to their
best start in A-Sun history and
hold a two-game lead in the
conference. Although UCF
captured the conference tournament title in 1994 and 1996
en route to advancing to the
NCAA tournament, UCF has
yet to win the- A-Sun regulat
season title.

Men's Notebook
Awarded Knight

'

Lyons has been the center of attention for
the Knights this season. He's not only the
team's top scorer, but arguably one of its
fiercest defender.
After leading the Knights to their 13th consecutive win last week against Troy State,
Lyons was acknowledged by the A-Sun office as
the conference "Player of the Week."
Lyons poured in 24 points, including four 3pointers, along with two steals and a pair of
assists against the Trojans, leading the Knights
to only their second victory at Trojan Arena in
the overall series.
Earlier in the week, Lyons scored 17 points
and grabbed seven boards in a win over
Belmont at the.UCF Arena. He becomes the second UCF player to earn the award this season
as fellow senior Josh Bodden was named "Coplayer of the Week" on Jan. 5.
Lyons is averaging 18.2 points a game in
conference play, second to only Belmont's
Adam Mark's 22.6.

Georgia State derailed
A-Sun pre-season favorite Georgia State's 7game winning streak came into an abrupt halt
. on Tuesday, falling to Mercer 73-55. Georgia
State, for the first time this season, failed to register one player scoring in double figures while
Mercer's Delmar Wilson lit them up for 18
points, including 9 of 10 shooting from the foul
line.
Georgia . State is third in the conference
standing, trailing Troy State by half a game.

Belmont making a run

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Guard Dexter Lyons scored 24 points against Troy State this past Saturday. 17 of those points came in the first half.

Bringing down the house

The Lyons' Den (left) is just one
of the many student fan groups
wreaking havoc in the UCF
Arena for the Knights'
opponents. The Rowdy Knights
and Kirk's Jerks also regularly
torment UCF's visiting foes.

Each Thursday, Sport Clubs covers teams
not recognized as official athletic sports.

Ice Hockey sweeps Citadel
The UCF ice hockey team,
riding a 5-game unbeaten
streak, completed a sweep of the
Citadel this past weekend. On
Friday night, the Knights handed the Bulldogs a 7-2 loss in
what was a very physical game.
On Saturday, despite playing
withou senior defenseman
Bryan ·ranek, the Knights got a
solid dt :ensive effort from freshiltender · Chris Hearn

"tr

Ruberg wins gold
One hundred forty wrestlers
from 12 schools traveled to
UNG-Pembroke this past weekend in order to compete in the
Braves Open. UCF sent a group
of 10 wrestlers, six of whom finished with winning records on
the day. The Knights finished the
day with three individual medalists, including one champion.
Senior Jeff Ruberg was
UCF's :;>hining star, as he com-

~

•

'·

•

and the rest of the defense as
they coasted to a 7-0 victory
Saturday night.
Currently ranked fifth in the
southeast, the Knights look to
secure a College Hockey South
playoff spot. They take on
Embry-Riddle at 10 p.m. tomorrow at the RDV Sportsplex.
Come show your support and
help UCF drive to the playoffs!
Admission is free with a student
ID.

•

The last time Lipscomb and Belmont played
a men's basketball game, one school had a different coach, one school had a different mascot
and both schools played in different arenas.
Tµesday night, the two schools, which had
not met since March of 1996, renewed their
rivalries as Belmont recorded a 66-64 overtime
victory in front of a near-capacity crowd.
The A-Sun's top scorer Adam Mark had a
game-high 24 points for the Bruins (7-3), while •
Brian Collins added 14, Steve Drabyn had 11
and Jesse Snyder had 10.

piled a 4-0 record on the day,
defeating Cumberland College's
Trevor Fair in the 165-pound
finals. The match was decided in
double-overtime, where at a 1-1
deadlock, Ruberg reversed Fair
to his back, scoring four points
and adding an additional point
due to unsportsmanlike conduct. With NCWA Nationals just
over a month away, this tournament victory gives Ruberg
added momentum in his quest to
win his first ever national championship.
Todd Hauser and Tom
Lawlor rounded out UCF's finalists in their respective 197pound and heavyweight classes.
Despite recording earlier
impressive victories on the day,
UNC-Pe~broke
opponents
downed both men in the finals.
Hauser, a returning NCWA AllAmerican at 184 pounds, lost an
exciting match to UNC-P's Corey
Winston by a score of 16-f.

;

Defending 235-pound national
champion Lawlor then took the
mat against UNC-P's Josh
Woodruff. Despite giving up
nearly 50 pounds to his opponent, the match remained a
stalemate until the third period.
In the final frame, the weight difference proved to be too large to
overcome as Lawlor was controlled from on top and lost a 2-0
decision.

Rock climbing
UCF rock climber Kaare
Kurtake placed second at the
Miami Extreme Rock Climbing
on
Saturday.
competition
Kurtake has placed first, third
and second, respectively, in his
last three competitions. This
event was a regional competition and will send him to the
state competition, then potentially to nationals.
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Music City blows into 0-town
Women hope to
rebuild momentum
against.Ll.pscomb

year ago, that didn't stop
Lipscomb from coming into
UCF Arena, stealing a 54-53 victory in the only meeting of the
series.
Conf.

Scouting Belmont
MATT DUNAWAY
StaffWriter

•

There is good news and bad
news on the horizon for the UCF
women's basketball team with
the A-Sun going to mirror conference scheduling. The next
four games are against
Lipscomb and Belmont.
The good news is that two of
the four games are on the road,
with the bad news being that
two of the four games are at
home.
The team is desperate for the
recipe to some home cooking as
the Knights are 2-6 at the friendly confines of the UCF Arena
this season.
The Women of Pegasus are
sparked by forward Takira
Allen and guard Celeste Hudson
who are tenth and twelfth,
respectively; in the conference,
dropping in 11 points a game.
Forward Ali Roberts joins
Allen in the top five in field goal
percentage. Hudson, along with
guards LaShay King and Shayla
Smith, are in the top 11 in the ASun in dishing out assists. ·
UCF has dropped four of its
last five decisions at home.

Scouting Lipscomb
The Bisons are not eligible
for the conference tournament
th.IB season, but Lipscomb has
had a memorable debut so far in
their first season in the Atlantic
Sun.
LU is 5-3, and has won three
of its last four including a marquee Win over conference leader
Georgia State.
Guard Courtney Boynton is
currently fifth in the A-Sun scoring race with 14.6 points per
game, and is reining conference
"Player of the Week." Boynton is
also second in steals at 2.62,
and second in free throw percentage (82.4).
Even though the two squads
· were not conference rivals a

Belmont is coming into the
weekend upset that they let
their share for the conference
lead go up in smoke in Buies
Creek against Campbell.
A big part of why the Bruins
are all alone in second place is
because of the two-headed monster of Brandi Miller and Hollie
Davis.
Miller is fourth in the A-Sun,
scoring 14.8 points per game,
. while Davis is totaling 13.3
points per game. In addition to
being a scoring threat, Miller is
also a force on the interior grabbing down 9.9 rebounds a game.
That mark is only second
behind Stetson's Kristy Brown.
Davis 'does a lot of her damage behind the three-point line,
knocking down 29 three balls on
the season, which is good
enough for the number-four
spot in the conference.
UCF ended Belmont's season last year with a 60-53 win in
the s~mifinals of the Atlantic
Sun Tournament, and has won
three.of the four me~tings in the
series. The Bruins are 2-1 this
season away from the Curb
Event Center:
·

Around the Atlantic Sun
For the first time this season
all eleven teams in the A-Sun
have the middle of the week off.
Some teams used the break to
take a much-needed rest from
the grind of conference play;
while others used the time off to
re-focus and practice to get
ready for the second half of the
season. It doesn't matter which
,team did what, it should be a
race to the finish to see who will
be seeded where for the conference tournament.

Middle of the pack
Two games separate second
position from the seventh spot
in the Atlantic Sun. The conference standings look like a traffic
jam from University Bh;d and

.

Team
Georgia State
Belmont
Mercer
UCF
Lipscomb
Troy $tate
Stetson
Florida Atlantic
Campbell .
Gardner-Webb
Jacksonville

w
8
6
6
6

s
s
4
3
2
1
0

L
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
6
6
7

8

Overall

w
11
8
8
7
8

6
6
4
4
2
2

L
5
7
8
9
8
9
9
12
11
13
13

Alafaya Trail at 8:15 as students
try to get to their 8:30 class. This
weekend should clear up the
slow down and provide a little
separation to the congestio,n.
Belmont and Lipscomb take on
UCF and Florida Atlantic while
Troy State tangles with Georgia
State and Mercer.
·

Game of the weekend
Troy State (6-9; 5-3 A-Sun)
at Mercer (8-8; 6-3 A-Sun)

Both teams are coming off 11 weekends, but Troy State had
their five-game winning streak
snapped in Boca Raton by
Florida Atlantic. Mercer, on the
other hand, fell short just up 1-4
at Stetson. The Bears will make
their debut at their new home the University Center - on
Saturday afternoon. This game
might mean more to the Women
of Troy if they fall short against
conference leader Georgia State
tonight. Mercer has the luxury
of the evening off, and will stay
at 6-3.

Afirst time for everything
With it being a season of
firsts for' l;ipscomb in the A-Sun,
guard Courtney Boynton picked
up the schools first-ever "Player
of the Week" honor. Boynton led
the Bisons to a 2-0 weekend,
picking up victories over
Campbell and Gardner-Webl>.
The junior posted 19 points, and
poked away five steals per contest. Boynton tallied 22 po:ints,
18 of them in the second half,
against the Camels.

Consider these gra·duate study
opportunities.
Counselor Education (MA, MEd, PhD)
Train to be a counselor in state-of-the-art
facilities of a program that holds the prestigious
endorsement of the Council on Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Education Programs
(CACREP).
Criminal Justice (MS) ,
Explore the complex and changing world of
criminal justice to pr~pare for an exciting career or
for doctoral study.
Applied Experimental and Human Factors
Psychology (PhD)
Study exciting areas that focus on the interaction
between humans and the environment with worldrenowned faculty in this nationally leading program
accredJted by the Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society.
Industrial Engineering and Management Systems
(MSIE, M~, PhD)
.
Focus on the design and improvement of systems,
products and processes in one of the ten large~t IEMS
departments in the nation.
Nursing (MSN, PhD)
Prepare as an advanced nurse practitioner to be a
leader and manager in a variety of health care settings
in a program accredited by the Nati9nal League for
Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC).
Political Science (MA)
Choose a track in political analysis, public policy, or
environmental politics and prepare for a career
requiring the ability to comprehend, influence and
respond to government policy, or prepare for
doctoral study.

Whatever your
interests, UCF .
, offers a
graduate
program that
will meet your
needs and launch
your career.

major advantage
Visit our web site for more information.

www .graduate. ucf.edu

~

UNIVERSilY OF CENTRAL FLbRn::>A
GRADUATE STUDIES

I

Millican Hall 230

407,823.2766

I

graduate@mail.ucf.edu

National Signing Day draws near
BRANDON HELWIG ·
UCFSports.com

RECRUIT WATCH
I

UCF's football recruiting is
entering its final stretch as the
staff works feverishly to lock up
as many commitments as possible before next week's National
Signing Day.'
The Knights have 14 commitments, as of press time, with
around 19 total scholarships to
give out, leaving five more open
spots. Verbal commitments are
non-binding and only become
official on National Signing Day;
.which is next Wednesday; the
first date prospects can sign letters of intent.
George O'Leary and staff will
host more recruits this final
weekend. 10 prospects were in
Orlando this past weekend, six
of whom committed, and about
a half dozen the week before.
The main area of emphasis has
been recruiting offensive linemen, defensive linemen and cornerbabks.
Two of UCF's recruiting
commitments have even come
from out of the country.
Defensive
tackle
Keith
Shologan and offensive lineman
Ryan Karhut are both from
Edmonton, Alberta in Canada,
and both plan to sign with the
Knights next week.
Shologan, who picked the
Knights over Boise State, was
first being recruited by UCF
defensive line coach Peter
McCarty while he was an assistant at Stanford.
"They've got the new all-star
coaching staff that's amazing,"
Shologan said. "I really like the
defensive line coach, Coach
(Peter) McCarty. I was at a~
camp of his (at Stanford) during
the summer and I really liked
him while I was there. I think I .

can learn a lot from him. I like
the university in general. You
have a room to yourself in the
dorms. It's really something
else. I think I fit in with the
guys I was with. I just really
like it there."
Shologan is rated the No. 1
prospect in Canada by
NFLCFLFutures.com, and is
currently in Houston representing Team Canada at the NFL
Global Junior Championship
during Super Bowl week.
Karhut, an offensive tackle,
is actually a few years removed
from high school and he'll be a
junior when he enrQlls at UCF
this fall.
.
"UCF is a program that's on
the up and up," Karhut said. "I
just feel like I'm getting in on the
ground floor of a successful,
buildingprogram. It just seems
like a good fit. There's a lot of
new exciting things happening
on campus everyday there. It
seems like it's going to be an
exciting place to play football."
Both prospects cited the
warm weather of Florida as one
of the attractions. Needless to
say; it's quite a bit colder in
Northern Alberta this time of
year.
"That's one of the best things
I think," Karhut said.
"It's so much warnwr there
than here right now. It's just a
beautiful place. Today (in
Edmonton) it was minus-47
degrees celsius. That's minus30 or 40 fahrenheit. We're
going through quite a cold
snap."
UCF received their first local
al'ea commitment from
Michael Lavoie, an offensive
lineman from Seminole High

School in Sanford. It will be the
second Seminole player to come
to UCF in the last two years the Knights signed defensive
tackle Marcus Hubbard from
there last year.
"It's right next to home,"
Lavoie said. "It's a good
school, and it's a growing
school. UCF will have a good
program next year."
UCF coaches have been
spending a lot time recruiting
areas they're already familiar
with, and one of those areas is
Atlanta. They received a commitment last week from defensive back Keith Williams of
South Cobb High School who :
picked UCF over Kansas and
Middle Tennessee.
"The reason I committed to
UCF is they're an up-and-coming program," Williams said.
"George O'Leary is a great
coach and I feel in the future
that they will be one of the top
universities in the nation. Plus,
they're strong in academics so
that's one of the reasons I
picked them."
Rounding out the commitments are CB Augustus Ashley
(Jacksonville-First Coast), DT
Leger Douzable
(TampaAlonso), RB Curtis Francis
(Green Cove Springs-Clay), OL
Dominic Ignelzi (Port St. LucieWest Centennial), CB Johnell
Neal (Baton Rouge, La.Redemptorist), DT Emeka
Okammor (Baton Rouge, La.Southern Lab), CB Sha'Reff
Rashad
(JacksonvilleEpiscopal), OL Frank Reina
(Miami-Palmetto), DT Josh
Sitton (Pensacola-Catholic) and
FB Jared Spivey (Savannah,
Ga.-Benedictine).
Brandon Helwig is publisher of
www.UCFSports.com

Your #1 radio source on campus for UCF athletics.
For a broadcast schedule visit our web site at
http://wnsc.ud.edu or turn to CH. 21

UCF Athletics...:RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW•. r

.SUPPORT YQ!IBUJ!!§cs!~J '
I

ThursdaY« Januarv Z9fh - 7 p.m.
- Women's Basketball .v. Lipscomb in the UCF
Arena.
It is ROTC Knight, so any kids in. the
8th grade or younger get FREE admission with
their ROTC uniform.
Come out and support your
Golden Knights! All other fans pay only $ S for adults
and $ 3 for kids and senior citizens!
Admission is
always' FREE for students with a valid UCF 1,. D.
Saturday,, January a f sf - Z p.m.
- Women's Basketball v. Belmont in the
Arena.
It is Orange and Seminole County ·
School Knight, so any kids age 8th grade and
under who attend a school in Orange or
Seminole County get FREE admission with a report card
or school l.D. All other fans pay only $ S for adults and
$ 3 for. kids and senior citizens! Admission is always
FREE for students with a valid UCF l.D.
SaturdaY« January at sf - 7:ao p.m.
- Men's Basketball v. Troy State in the UCF
Arena. PACK THE HOUSE AND PACK YOUR
BAGS!
Two lucky fans will be selected to
compete for two tickets to the first and second
rounds of the NCAA's as well as Cingular Wireless prize
packs! Let's try to break an attendance record that
night! Bring everyone you can to the game and let's
keep the spirit building! We will also be celebrating the
10th anniversary of the ·first UCF Men's Basketball team
to go to the Division I NCAA's, so members of the 19931994 team will be on hand! Call 407-UCF-GOLD to get
your tickets today!
Admission is always FREE for
students with a valid UCF l.D.

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

CLASSIFICATIONS

100
125
150
175
200
225
250

Help Wanted: Cieneral
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
Help Wanted: Part-nme
Help Wanted: Full-Time

For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments

Roommates
275 Sublease

300 ForSale:General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:Homes

400
450
500
525
550
600
700
800
900
999

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Services
Retail
Events: Campus
Events: Greek Ufe

3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

She'll know it's cubic zerconia, you're
better off taking out a Valentine's
classified ad. Make it simple, make it
count, call 407-447-4555.
Looking for a cn:\zy, dedicated person
who has a heart for working with youth
ages 13-18. If you can handle getting
crazy, messy, having fun and building
relationships with teenagers, have great
planning skills and a heart for serving
"The Big Man" himself, then we have a
job for you! Think you can handle being a
part of this team? Then call the studer:it ·
ministries dept. at The First United
Methodist Church of Oviedo at
(407) 366-0449 for more details.
Online ASP calendar, Dreamweaver,
PHP and PDA integration knowledge and
other web projects. For local photo
studio. Call 407-240-4954.

Actresses I Models
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384-9313.
Ask for Ben.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com.
FT/PT Data Prep Analyst. Florida Mall
area. Strong knowledge of Access and
Data Sorting. For more info about Action
Mail or to submit your info email:
sales@actionmailservices.com
Babysitter needed to watch 2 yr. old boy
in my home near the Winter Park Village
a few hours each week. Must be avail.
Thurs. morn. 8:15 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
some Mon. mornings. $8/hr. Please call
Maralee McKee at 407-898-5392.
Marketing Position
Intelligent and.attractive female
wanted PIT. Please call
407-277-1660 or 407-207-7147.

·Do you like•••
• A work location near UCF?
• A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?
'

.

In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

AD RATES

5 p:m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue
PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

l

Then Trader Publishing

On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment complex 3 blocks froni UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 and ask for Amber.

Florida Elks
Youth Camp
is looking for 1anergetic,
youth-oriented men
1
,and women to work
with kids 9 to 13.
Located in Central
Florido. Comp runs
June7 -July 24.
Contact
Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673
ext. 250 for details

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid-Augu:;;t. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag
football, roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding ,
archery,, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewlery, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music intrurrientalist,
backpacking, rock climbing,
canoeing/kayaking, ropes course,
secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
800-997-4347. Or apply online @ www.takajo.com .o r www.tripplakecamp._com

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk

Telephone Pros Needed In our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/PT
candidates w/ g reat comm. skills in an
inbound/outbound environment. Hourly
wages + huge comm. Benefits incl.
medical, dental, & vision , direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID TRAINING. Please
contact 407-331-3934 or email
eddie@directactivation.com.

$8/Wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

(

Sol y Luna Tanning on University.
Front desk/sales associate. Sales
experience required.
Hourly + comm. Flexible hours.
, 1
Call 407-277-8686.

Cardio Kickboxing lntructor
Energetic, motivational cardio
kickboxing instructors. Must be
group certified. For more info call
407-342-6197.

E-mail soles@UCFnews.com
w/resume.

WANTED:

General office exp. required: •
computer, phone, fax, copyting,
filing, etc. MWF 11 am - 5:30pm and
T-TH 1:00 pm - 5:30 pm. Fax
Resume.to 407-207-4402

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
·Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Intemet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Oral Historian Needed
Journalism, Creative Writing, History or
English r:najor pref. $10/hr.
Email reneedolney@yahoo.com
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971 -91 31.
I

. Help Wanted Models.
Must be formerly trained dancers or
gymnasts. Needed for well established
art school in Winter Park. Contact Paul
407-644-2167 for info.

( )

at

Administrative Assistant
Required clerical experience, MS Excel,
flexible'hours available, located near
. campus. Fax resume to 407-823-3101 .

Students To Take ·
Online Surveys For Money

(

Part Time Office Help -

VACATION PHONE SALES

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 15 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2 . The
Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave N.
Call 407-628-8651.

Earn Terrific Money From Every Spam
You Receive. This program works like a
money machine. Turn each Spam you
receive into CASH! Complete details by
return E-niail alene_roberts@yahoo.com
or call 407-977-0437.

3rd Shift Curteousy Host Needed. Must
be able to communicate with residents
on phone and in person. Must have a
clean driving record. Apply in person at
11850 University Blvd. or call
407-380-6000 request Matt or Jackie.

10 -l5hours per week.
Inbound/outbound soles calls.
Commission based.

Local (SW Orlando) couple looking
for techno wiz to bring them into
current century on music playback,
integrated video and sound systems
and also some computer help.
Contact David @ 407-909-0651

Office 3 plocks from UCF Main Campus
OR work from home positions
Earn $80/$ale + WEEKLY BONUSES
MUST BE MONEY MOTIVATED
Call 24 hours (407) 658-8285 x20

PfT Work, FfT Pay
BFC Group, seeking 5 sharp,
Entrepreneur minded, individuals
with good people skills for
promotions & expansion in or near
Orlando area. $200-$600/wk.
Call for Interview 877-433-1019.

Attractive , thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and·number, your call will
be returned. 1-866-670-9915 Toll Free.

$250 a .day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss.

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. + ·

m!DIM

$10/wk
$9/wk

(\

Get Paid for Your Opinion

.Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

!.Qf&

$15/Wk
$14/wk
$13/wk
$1/wk

HELP WANTED:
General

Test Prep Instructors Needed
UCF Continuing Education is looking for
test preparation instructors
for GAE, GMAT and LSAT. Applicants
should be very knowledgeable in
algebra with instructional and
standardized test experience. LSAT
applicants should have LSAT, law school
and law experience.
Email resumes to: conted@mail.ucf.edu

isforyoul

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues ( 4 weeb):
24 Issues (12 weeb):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

HEil WANIJll)

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

lm;,
W:..
Bartenders·wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

Events: Off-Ounpus

Travel
WOl5hip
Misceftaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PT accounting assistant position with
Longwood manufacturer. 20-25
hrs/wk, $8/hr. Hrs. flex. except for
full day Mon. Must be proficient in
Microsoft Excel. 10 key a plus. Please
email resume and avail. sched. to
dennis@consolidatedlabel.com.
Position to start by mid-February.
Recreational and Parks Department
Customer service attendant. Must be
avail. nights and weekends. Must have
valid f lorida driver's license and be at
least 18 years old. Will work' 15·_ 30 hrs.
per week. Starting at $7/hr. Application
avail. at Oviedo City Hall, Personnel
Dept, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo FL
32765. Resumes are not accepted
without a completed application.
EOE-M/F/DN-Drug Free Workplace
HR Assistant Part Time. 1 mile f rom
UCF. Must have general clerical skills
including MS Word & Excel. Will assist
wl payroll; billing, & housing
accommodations for our traveling health
care company. Please fax resume to
1-866-537-1608 or call Shannon at
1-888-883-8324.

Nurse Practioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
benefits for a busy cardiology practice
located in Orlando. Nurse practioner will
round at local hospitals with physicians .
• 407-351-5384 x 3809 or fax
407-843-2109.

I,

Civil Engineer
Position avail. for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercia1 projects.
Responsibilities will incl.: drainage and
utility design, pennit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates at 407-740-7900. ·

Structural Engineer
Position avail. for ebtry level structural
engineer. BFE Degree req. Typical
projects incl.: commercial, institutional,
residential and recreational facilities.
Please fax resume to HB Associates at
407-740-7900.

<,

(}

HOMES FOR RENT
.u ·c F area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

JC)

Smallpox
Vaccine
Stu~y
The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against.Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or' ~kin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
I

.

Opportunity to
participate in a clinical
research study of a11:
investigational medicine
How you can qualify?
/
• . 18 to 55 years of age
• Non-smoker
• Not taking medicines
• Able to.stay in our facility on i separate occasions for 3 days
and 3 nights
Compensation up to $800.00 for your time and travel

Compensation is paid for time and travel

•
.

Call today for more.information:
(407) 240-78!8
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net

~------------------------------------------------

--=-

/f'-~)

---.--- -..

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S Orange Ave., Suite 108
www.ocrc.net

•'

I

Crossword
Alafaya I East Wd. Gorgeous 4/2 Newer
Home on lake. 2 car gar. Safe, lam.
neighg. Vaulted ceil, huge backyrd,
ceram. tile, phone/cable ready all
rms. $1295. Avail now. (407)-579-7590.
3 bedroom I 2.5 bath townhouse w/ 2 car
garage and lake view. Located in
Baldwin Park. $1750/mo.
Call 407-466-4046.
House/Rooms. 2 mi from UCF.
3 Bd/2 Ba newly remodeled Townhouse.
W/D, dishwasher, microwave, TV, comm.
pool, partially furn. $400/room or
$1,000/all 3 rooms. Avail Immediately.
Phone 407-460-8399 leave message.

I

l

..
•

4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Sht>wtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.
House for Rent. 312. 2 miles from UCF.
On University Blvd. close to 417.
Move-in special. Incl. W/D. Can rent by
rooml Lake view. Rent very negotiable.
Call 407-677-0056.
HOUSE FOR RENT
Back of quiet neighborhood, 5 min from
UCF,4 bed 2 bath 2 car garage,
waterfront lot.jacuzzi tub, lots of tile, may
upgrades, pets OK. $1500/month.
Call (407) 929-3097
3b/2.qb. 2 story home w/ 2 car garage &
fenced in yard. located 1 mi. from UCF.
$1100/mo. $35 app. fee/person. Alarm,
all appl, W/D, ceramic tile. Over 1600
sq. ft. Avail now. 407-222-2051.
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

•
•

Dean/lake Underhill Rd - Room 4 rent in
gorgeous 4/2 newer home on lake. 2 car
gar. Safe, lam. neighd. Vaulted ceil, min
from UCF, Christian preferred, no drugs,
m/f $200 deposit and $310 a month plus
1/4 util. Student preferred. Avail now.
(407) 658-8301.
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $525/mo. Incl.
utll., WJD, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOW!ll Email: klelnst_42@yahoo.com
with and number.

•

Waterford Chase. 3/2 wtih 2 car garage.
like new house. 1700 sq. ft. heated.
Gated community and Sec. sys.
Upgraded appliances included. Close to
UCF. ·$1295/rl)O. 407-306-0564.
4bed/2bath w/screened In pool. 5
min. from UCF. living room, family
room, kitchen. Tiled halls. Brand new
cabinets and plumbing. 2 car garage.
All appl. Incl. Call 407-484-3370.

•

Room for renf in a 3/2 house close to
campus. $450/mo. furn or $400/mo.
unfurn. 1/3 utils. Must be mature, clean
and quiet. Call 407-694-2881 .
ALAFAYA WOODS 5 miles N. of UCF
3 BR/2 Bath, LR, Dining Room, Eat-in
Kit, Elec. H/AC, W/D hookups, Double
Garage with Remotes. Responsible
students welcome. 407-629-1972.
2bed/2bath off of Dean and Colonial. On
a cul-de-sac. All appliances included. Hot
tub, tile floors, screened. patio, pond view
and single car garage. $950/mo.
Call 407-709-2587.
Townhouse$ 3 min. from UCF.
2bed/2bath for $725/mo. and
3bed/2bath for $850/mo.
Call 407-381-5105.

· ~

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. A9AP.

FREE RENT

(5)
....,.,_.,.,

--

One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in special
incl. covered parking, free 20" Phillips TV,
Phillips DVD player and Down Comforter.
All this for just $515/mo. F only.
Call Tessa@ 352-551-6728.
EASY COMMUTE. Close to UCF!
Huge 1 BR w/ Study. luxury 2BR & -3BR
FREE Alarm, Water, W/D.
ONE MONTH FREE.
l easing Now/Fall 407-977-4848.
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette
reflig, toaster oven, electlic coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
· incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.

w/

UCF Area - 2/1 duplex for rent.
Walking distance from UCF.
W/D hookup/porch/fenced yard. $700/mo.
$700 dep. Call Eileen at 407-256-9489
Fully furnished economic efficiency in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min.
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis, ,
basketball, etc. $550/mo. 1st. and last.
$300 dep. All utll. Incl. Call 407-758-3939.

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
Call 321--1426.

Close to UCF. very quiet neighborhood.
F roommate wanted to share furn. 4/2
home. Indoor laundry room. Full use of
home. $250/mo. + utilities. No smoking
and no pets. 407-319-3751 .

1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. Call 407-312-5583 or
407-681-9289.
M looking for a M roommate. Furn. BO.
$400/mo. No deposit. Incl.
EVERYTHING. Just remedied every
rootn in house. Access to pool.
. Call Tony at 407-467-4177.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
$450/mo. 13 mi. from UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-277-1489 for more info
Room for rent. 1 1/2 mi. from campus.
Full house priveldges. Negotiable lease.
Call 407-491-3560.
2 Roomates Wanted for 4/3 house w/
. pool. 3000sq ft beautiful property.
$379/mth + util. Full furnished with
wireless/cable. UCF students.
Call 407-282-4246 ask for Ian.
F N/S ·o nly to share a house near
campus. Master bedroom with private
bath. Heated pool, work out room, park.etc. $400/mo. all utilities included.
Call 321-228-4636.
Furn. room and bath for rent in 2/2 condo
on Econ Tr, min. to UCF. Pool, jacuzzi,
basketball, and tennis ct. $450/mo.+ 1/2
utils., Internet, W/D and long distance.
Call Sandy 407-275-0968.
1/1 for rent in Waterford lakes house.
M/F N/S. Room either furn or unfurn.
House completely furn, w/ phone,
satellite TV, W/D, internet. Avail now
· $450 + utils. Call 407-277-0419.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
Room avail. in Winter Park. Share a
4/3 with 1 M, 2F on a lake. Ammen.
Incl. W/D, hi-speed Internet, dig.
cable, big screen TV, hot tub, boat
dock, boat and large yard. Must be
clean, responsible, and
dog-friendly. $390/mo. plus utll.
Call 407-230-8747 or e-mail
mgrabowskl@cfl.rr.com

M/F Roommate Wanted for a 4/2
House located 2.5 mi. from UCF
House is 4 yrs old/Oviedo/Carrigan Wds·
Subdivision. Move in ASAP. Lease &
Amount Neg. Call Kevin 407-340-2384.

1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk Apt. nex1
to UCF. Male. ·1st floor. Pool.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
Call Kathy at 858-756-0971 .

Froommate wanted to share big
3/2.5 house with loft. Fully furn.
except bedroom. No smoking. Hi-sp
wireless int, sat tv. No lease.
$450/mo. Call Jade 407-617-7172.

Room for rent in large 4/2 house.
$450/mo. inc. all util., high speed
internet, ex1ended cable. Close to UCF.
Dean & University area.
Call 407-678-4322.
Seeking Roommates.
3/2 private home w/ pool. 10 mins from
UCF. $425 per month plus share of utils.
Call 407-363-7885 or 407-970-3114
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 312
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING.
CALL STEFF @ 407-971-9245.

large bedroom, huge walk in closet,
plivate bathroom, utilities, cable,
water and trash included in rent.
UCF shuttle bus. lots of amenities.
Call 407-482-9990.
Jan. Sublease in Boardwalk Apts.
Min. to UCFI!! $485/mo. 1st mo. free.
Fully furn., water, electric and cable incl.
Shuttle service. Call 407-737-2732.
1 bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
W/D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. 03/04. Call
Courtney at 407-414-7603.
1 M/F for 2/2 apt. at Pegasus Pointe.
Fully furn., all util, incl., ethernet, cable,
alarm, W/D, 24-hr clubhouse, and free
shuttle. No move-in' fee. Right by pooll
$570/mo. Avail ASAP! Call 786-547-9615
REDUCED RENTI 1/1 avail. in 313 apt. at
Pegasus Landing. Fully furn., incl. all
utlls., cable, and W/D. $400/mo. Avail.
Immediately! Call 4;07-362-3625 or
,i07-694-2535.

Affordable School of Real Estate
offers 6 day agent pre-license
class Including book for only $199.
Make $$ as a Realtor® or a timeshare
sales rep. Next class starts 2/9.
Classes taught near UCF
Call 407-929-2997 or visit our
website at Schoolofrealty.c~m
FINANCIAL SERVICES AND
CAREER EXPO
ALPFA - UCF Chapter, extends an
Invitation to all FINANCE and
ACCOUNTING students to join us for
this unique event on February 3, 2004
· in the Live Oak Room from 5 to 9PM.
There will be firms representing the
various sectors of the business
industry.

TENNIS INSTRUCTION

1/1 avail in 3/3 w/ balcony in Pegasus
Landing. Dining area. W/D. Fully furn.
$490 incl. all utils, internet & cable.
Available immediately. 407-257-1;!536.

Teaching pro: Jeff Goorland offering
hitting sessions, private and
semi-private lessons. Flexible hours.
Call for prices 813-503-5484.

1 M/F for 2/2 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $495/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D. $0 fees. 1st mo. free. Avail.
ASAP. Contact Emily 407-758-9997.
F/M needed for a 1/1 in 4/4 in
Jefferson Lofts. $585 incl. all utlls. +
W/D. Lease until August. Neat &
clean. Avall. now. Feb. FREE! No fees!
Apt. #826B. 727-785-5197.

Florida Dating Online for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you are a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com

Drowning In Debt?

Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
Immediately! 580/m 1st men paid. call
321-626-2238.
1b/1b immediate opening for Min 4b/4b
at Northgate Lakes, close to UCF.
$470/mo. incl. util., cable, high-speed
Internet, furn . and amen. Avail. through
8/04. Call 407-497-4508 or 407-497-4990

Screenwriters!

MOVING SALE!!!
500 Watt Sony Entertainment Center
$200. 21" Magnavox T.V. wNCR $30.
Sony VCR $25. Black light, $15.
Blue Futon w/matchlng carpet.
T. V. antenna, $1 o. Must sell!
Call Sam at 407-709-5098.

8 Sea eagle
9 _ volente
1o VisHs dreamland
11 _ planche
12 Love in Lille
13 Coarse files
19 ____ Boothe Luce
21 Appends
24 Audio gear
25 Rahs
26 Guns it in
neutral
27 Dancer Verdon
28 Actress Russo
29 Moisturizer
ingredient
30 Genesis
33 Hawaiian Island
34 River under the
Ponte Vecchio
35 College official
37 Word be1ore jerk
or pop
38 Made plump
40 Poe bird
41 Spanker or jib
42 Bronco-busting
events

Sponsored by

AFFORDABLE
LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE
Specializing in Famllies & Individual s
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN

407-443-4197
ratzm@bellsouth.net
MWn=L0041 - Ihle ad expires on or beforo 11/4/04

43 Snitched
_4 4 Fake-ou1
moves
45 Pope's !anon
46 Bellini opera
49· Champagne
bucket

50 Mongolian
desert
51 Particle
52 SLR part ·
54 Audi competitor
55 Director Spike
56 The Greatest

Please see solutions in next issue -

let an award-winning writer, director
and producer mentor your projects from
FADE IN to FADE OUT. $25/hr. Private
instruction . Contact Edward Jordon at
(407) 788-0059. Check my credentials
on the Internet Movie Database
http://us.imdb.com/name/nm0430261/

Mon. 2/2

ATTENTION ALL ACTORS AND
ASPIRING ACTORS
Free Workshops on getting into the business!
Best priced professional HEADSHOTS!
Cutting edge Talent Cards for serious actors!
Call us today at 321-287-1 848
or visit us at:
www.enterthelightstudios.com

PERSONAL TRAINING w/N.C.S.F.
Certified Trainer. Beginners to
Bodybuilders, I can help you reach
your goals! Great Student and Faculty
rates. For Results call: Eric Goodman
@ 407-346-4162.

WATERBED!!!
King Size waterbed, mattress and
base, great condition. Moving sale
price $79. Must pick up.
Call 410-404·2881.

www.CreditFN.com
• Credit Cards
• Debt Consolidation
•Loans

BED - Full size mattress set, new, with
warranty, $85. Call 407-275-0935

ONLINE TUTORING
live or Download.
Engineering, EITPE, Math, Physics.
Problem-solving courses, Test preps.
FREE demo, FREE trial period.
www.ensys.net or call 1.800.499.5941.

BED- Brand New double-sided plush
. queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. Call 407-275-7626
BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.bi;z
www.compelectro.com
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in boxes,
$450. Call 407-275-0612.
BEDROOM - 7 piece cheny wood sleigh bed
set, brand new, $950.
Call 407-383-0585.

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

1994 Camaro 3.4 V6. Auto, A/C, ABS,
Airbag, Flowmaster exhaust, 68 k miles.
Excellent condition. $4,400.
407-365-2977.

l~Campus

EUROPE from $328 RT!!!
Non-stop to Amsterdam, London,
Germany and more f rom Orlando and
Miami. Eurails, Tampa/LA, $168, and
many more. Campus Travel. Toll free
1-866-FLY-4Fl.JN (359-4386) .

$450 Group Fundraiser

Orig . .owner. New stereo, 10-disc
changer. Manual, tow package, running
boards, capt. chairs.130,000 mi.
Interior/exterior good cond. $3600 firm.
407-696-4022.
.
02' Mojo Scooter. 49.cc, 900 miles
like Newl Ideal to travel arouond campus
407-737-7263

PARKING PROBLEM SOLVED!
1980 Kawasaki 750cc twin motorcycle.
Not pretty but Runs good!
New battery. chain. sprockets.
$700 call 407-380-7165.
1987 Toyota MR2. $2200. 151,000 miles.
Body & engine very good condition; have
all records. 5 speed, AC, CD, American
Racing wheels, aero pkg. moon roof.
Can e-mail pie~. Call Jim 727-698-4741.

Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundralser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
, UCF Butokukan
Art, Sport & Self-Defense, on campus
close to 20 years and still growing!
Coed begin~ers classes now forming ,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
, M & W 7-9, in the Ed Bldg's Secondary
Gym, Rm 174.
Cal~ 362-2492 for info or visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/- ams/
Open House, Wednesday,
1121 @ 8:00 PM.
Place a Valentine's classified in
the Central Florida Future and be
automatically entered to win a box of
chocolates from the UCF-Chocolate Club
or a lovepack from Knightcaps.com.
Call 407-447-4555.
J

Rock the Arrow 2004 - Feb. 4th
Doors open at. 7 p.m. In Pegasus
Ballroom.

AEA
The ladies of Alpha Xi Delta would like to
wish everyone good luck with
Spring Recruitment.
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'98 Blue Hyundai Tiburo,n FX, Auto, A/C,
Airbags 12 CD Changer, 95 K.
Excellent condition
407-249-2406

GREAT BUY! 2001 Grey Hyundai
Accent TJ'nted, Auto, Air, Cruise, CD,
30K ml, new breaks, tires, and
battery - 20K ml left on warranty
$6300 OBO • 407-384-5798.

@ 2004 Trbune Media Servicu, Inc.
All rights reserved .

Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.

LIKE NEW - Couch, loveseat and chair.
Bought new 5 months ago at
Bloomingdale's for $3000 .. Black, Italian
modern design. $1800. Please call
321-228-4717 for more info.

II DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES I!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified• and beats
most independent shop rates!

\

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be 21+, outgoing, have a
great smile, & earl Fun job, come join our
team. 407-977-0569 or 407-701-7432.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Singles websites not working in your
favor? Make a real connection with a
Valentine's ad in the Central Florida
F.uture by calling 407-447-4555.
Make it simple, make it count.

2000 Mitsubushi Galan!. Excellent
condition with many features. 38,000
miles. $7500 obo. Call for·more
information 941 -456-0134.

DOWN
1 Washington
daily
2 Out of the wind'
3 Bring up
4 Deluges
5 Open courtyard
6 Joe McCarthy
attorney Roy
7 Prefix with dent
er corn

Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person or
by telephone. ·Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.20

UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female pref.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on _lake, gatei:J comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Cati
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

407·6S7·0011

starling at $CiO a month.

TRY ME!

Furn. room in new home w/ pool In
Waterford Lakes.' Close to UCF.
$185/wk. W/D, pool and kitchen access.
1 mo. sec. and 1st and 2nd rent. Call
321-235-9751 or 321 -947-7449.

Heather Glen
Apartments

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL

1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at Pegasus Landing.
$460/mo, incl. util., furn ., full kitchen,
W/D, cable, ethernet, po.ols, fitness ·
center, shuttle-to campus, etc. AVAIL.
ASAP. Leave message @ 407-362-3589.

Female roommate needed-4bdrm house
15 min from UCF. House turnished, bdrm
not. Flexible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intrnt, lawn ser. Avail Feb 1st. NO PETS!
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407-492-6541.

1
5
10
14
15

A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.

Room for rent in 4/2 house. All util. and
amenities incl. Wireless Internet, min.
from UCF, $415/mo. Call Eric
407-791-3723 or email BigE42@aol.com.
Grad. stud. preferred!

Roommates needed for 4/3 house
with pool. $500-$550/mnth. Fully
furn. Incl. all utlls. Call Laura at
561-628-6940.

ACROSS
Hairline
Played a role
Cicatrix
Nondairy spread
Yankee manager
Joe
16 Tibetan .monk
17 Burn a bit
18 Heavyweight
with a horn
20 Topography
22 Ease olf
23 Academic URL
ending
24 Windshield
cleaners
27 Popular
babysitters
31 Lash marks
32 "Superman• star
33 Attred E.
Neuman·s mag
36 Eve's grandson
37 Fathers
38 Gabbie's
passenger
39 Born in Cannes
40 Jolly pirate's
name?
41 Fim1ish bath
42 Deejay's
workplace
44 Leitch and
Bailey
47 River island
46 Wear away
49 Against the law
53 "Five Easy
Pieces" actress
57 Post-it message
58 Pollster Roper
59 Free-for-all
60 Black. to Blake
61 Dead and Red
62 Bizarre
63 Gets darker

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY

PEGASUS LANDING
M/F for 3/3. Choose from any avail apt.
$475/mo. FULLY FURN! Incl. all util,
W/D, cable. phone. ethernet, pool, gym.
NO FEES! AVAIL ASAP.
Call 407-496-6107 or 954-815-5116.
Female needed for 1 room in a 4/2 apt
@ University House. $391/mo. incl. all
utils, HBO's, & ethernet. Avail. ASAP.
Call Courtney at 321-689-0979.

3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent lncls. utll.
phone, DSL, cable, W/D, alarm
system and garage parking. Available
Immediately. Call 407-282·6250.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

-

In luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.

1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
$451/mo. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's,
and ethernet. Avail. immediately.
Call Amanda at
407-902-9343 or leave message.

Stunning 2/2 apt. Wood floors, new
appliances, W/D, vaulted ceilings,
pool, and tennis. Hunter's Reserve
$795/mo. Must see!
Call 305-775-2063.

•

Brand New 2 bclfiba apartment
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Spring Break '04. Travel w/STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jam<;1ica, Cancun, Acapulco, & Bahamas
BIGGEST PARTIES, BEST CLUBS!
Call 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

~

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
$189° 15 Darsi 4 NIUhts
0

s239oo

1 Davs1 6 Nlflhts

Prices include:

Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy and mental alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.
Valentine's Day can get expensive, do it
on a college budget. Make it simple,
make it count. Place a Valentine's
classified in the Central Florida
Future by calling 407-447-4555.

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island al one of ten resorts (your choice).
llDPalachla Travel

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com

We'll bear anv Package Price!

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MlsslonToJapan.org
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.blshoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

'Reformation

L THIS SUMMER

Take classes In ALASKA!
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
Toll fret 866-404· 7021

IMI:' UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

•"T. FAIR

NKS

N

3 , " v Ill
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Reformed according to Scripture.
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

......

Orthodox Presbyterian Church
wwv.-.refopc.org •

07-657-8926 • Downtown Oviedo

THE

VILLAGE

AT

SC.IENCE DRIVE

Size

2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, Florida 32826

407-384-7080
www.thevillageatsciencedr.ive.com
'

•
4 Bed
4 Bath

Does

3 Bed
3 Bath

Matter!
· Individual floorp lans may vary.

THE

There is no reason
··to look any ·
further ... we have
. the biggest
bedrooms and
biggest closets!

VILLAGE

AT '

ALAFAYA· CLUB
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817"'-

407-482-9990
www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com

•
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UCF Residential·Life and services on site
UCF Academic Advising· & Counseling on site

-

.

• Petle••

~

Jj

POlnte
College Park Lifeworks Programming
and Staff
•

' :>!

*Some restrictions apply. Amenities may vary by community.

- . '9tucF
Affiliated Housing
··"~

Pegasus Landing

Pegasus Pointe

1 2 440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando, FL 3281 7
407.380.5807

2635 College Knight Court
Orlando, FL 32826
407.384.-6800

vvvvvv. collegepark. or

.,,

•

)

)

Dayna Browman and Heberto
Galicia help Doug Cousminer
exercise at UCF's Health and
Wellness Center under the
Student Assistant Workout
Program for the handicapped.

·•

Drummer girl

·.

Dragon Room

DuckTales

Nine-year-old
Rachel
Trachtenburg
joins her family
for a night of
slideshows and
indie rock.

For high class
club
atmosphere,
enter the dragon
... room.

In this week's
Geek Life,
Elizabeth
Fernandez re-lives
her days watching
The Disney
Afternoon.

SEE HAPPENINGS, PG. 4

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. 8

SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 9

.for arts & ent
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Moving toward a goal: rehabilitation
Disabled students
enabled with UCF's
help in Rec Center

Originally, Browman and
Namvar ran the program themselves, with some help from
Wendy Militello, former coordinator of recreation and fitness programs at the Wellness Center.
However, they are graduating in
June and are currently training
two more physical therapy graduate students to replace them,
Angtila Brannon and Heberto

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

''We're gunna do abs after
this," Dayna Browman said,
directing. Doug Cousminer with
finger gtistures. Cousminer was
all smiles. as his trainers helped
him into the exercise machine.
''Watch out or you'll gBt a sixpack," Browman joked as she
attached 20 pounds to the
machine.
Cousminer struggled just a little as he bent forward, pushing
the padded bar on his shoulder
closer to his knees.
"I lost count," he admitted.
"That's
ok,"
Browman
responded. ':Just do five more for
luck."
Cousminer forced -himself to
complete five more reps after a
pause for breath.
"Good job, Doug," Browman
said when he completed his work
out. "Six-pack Yet?"
"Not yet," Cousminer said

Galicia.

laughing.
"Maybe next time," 'she said

· with a smile before she and the
other members of the Student
Assistance Workout Program
helped him into his cherry red
scooter.
Cous:ininer, a graduate student
working on his master's degree in
mental health counseling, has suffered from cerebral palsy since
birth. He can't walk long distances and mostly gtits around on
his scooter. He's supposed to exercise frequently, and back home .
he had regular physical therapy,
but he hasn't been able to find a
physical therapist in Orlando that
will take his insurance.
That's where the Student
Assistance Workout Program
comes in.
"I gBt to exercise again," he
said "When I'm in school I'm
always sitting around, and this is
my one chance to gBt some exercise."
"It makes everything easier,"
he added He hopes to increase
his workouts from once to twice a
week
That'is, if it's in the program's
budget. Currently, the UCF
Recreation and Wellness Center's
limited budgBt only . includes 10
hours for the program. About half
of the work is done on a volunteer
basis.
James Namvar, a physical
therapy graduate student who
works with Browman, doesn't
blame them.
''The Rec Center has definitely
been wonderful," he said. ''We
haven't pushed them to expand
much, because we know they
have had budgBt problems."
. The Student Assistance·
Workout Program has only been
around since June, when
Browman, a graduate student fill-
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ishing her physical therapy
According to Browman, "He
degree, came up with the idea definitely played a major role."
after she helped a visually
Six students, with disabilities
impaired student exercise while ranging from spinal bifida to parworking as a fitness attendant. tial paralysis, currently particiCousminer, one of the first stu- pate.
dents to take advantage of the .
'We've had great success stoprogram, also helped push the ries," Browman said ''These stuprogram's existence from a stu- dents are so happy and appreciative of this program."
dent perspective.

''We want the program to have
a strong foundation and be here
· many more years," Namvar said
In fact, Bowman and Namvar
are planning on attending the
2004 Annual Physical Therapy
Conference in June, making a
national presentation on the
program and presenting a
model of the program for other
schools to use.
"I would love to see it happen in other schools,"
Browman explained
The main· goal of the program is to provide students
with disabilities an opportunity
to work out, which can have
many benefits. Browman said
working out on a regular basis
can help disabled students
become more independent.
''We help them gBt a little bit _
strongBr, a little bit more independent," Browman said.
They also focus on making
sure the students are safe and
are performing the exercises
correctly.
Logan Anderson, .a freshman
. liberal studies major and aspiring actor, has suffered from partial paralysis since he was
injured in a car accident at age 5.
He joined the program because
he has trouble feeling sensations
on the left side of his body.
"I don't always know if I'm
doing them right," he explained "I
can't always feel the right muscle."
He prefers exercising with the
Student Assistance Workout
Program because they help guide
him through the exercises.
''They tell me exactly how to do
. the exercise," he said. ''There's no
cheating. Every rep is perfect."
Thanks to his work with the
program, he feels. confident
enough to exercise .o n his own.
His trainers have helped him realize that he can only work out his
left side as hard as his weakest
muscles. He has to pay special
attention to avoid injury; since he
might not be able to feel a
sprained muscle or pulled liga1
ment.
J Fbr students like Anderson
a:nd Cousminer, the program has
had many positive effects, and ,
Browman and the other assistance trainers. hope it can help
many more students in the long
run.
"It's awesome," Cousminer
said.
Any student interested in the
Student Assistance Workout
Program can contact the UCF
Recreation and Wellness Center
for more information.
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In this issue...

.· n a date with

,hn Tho1Dason
Editor of the indie
In conjunction with the
new film, Win a Date
with Tad Hamilton!,
the indie is giving you
the chance to not only
get a free meal but a
date with John!

.

'

E-mail indie@ucfnews.com before
Feb. 7th with a 50-word essay on why
you should win a date with John.
The indle is lhe Thursday arts and entertainment section of lhe Central Florida Future, the free independent
campus newspaper seIVing lhe Uni\'ersity of Central Eorida Opinions in t/Je i11die are those of tl1e individual
columnist and not necessarily those of lhe editorial staff or the Central Florida Future. All content is property
of t/Je indie and may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publishei:
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If Iwas a,uh .. .,1 dunno, a newspaper theorist,and Ihad to decipher a consistent theme
running throughout the previous three cover
stories of the indie, my deduction would be as
simple as follows: We like to tell jokes.
We don't specialize in the"Richard Gere
and a gerbil walk into a bar"kind of humor,
mind you.We like to be facetious. WEve
taken serious issues such as the planned
transformation of the arboretum into a golf
course, the secret places roped off from UCF
students and ninja assaults, and we've com, pletely mocked them.
Acrack squad ofinvestigate journalists
we clearly aren't, especially considering all
these subjects could very well be taken seriously. Imean, the arboretum would be a significant loss to the UCF community. If nothing
else, where would all those ghosts hang out
around Halloween?· The Haunted Chemistry
Green just doesn't have that ring to it And
ninja attacks continue to be increasinglycommon in thousands of suburban homes, leaving damage and corpses in their wake.
Implying the crippling nature of the year's
many unplanned ninja assaults, one famous
writer penned,"Ninja attacks are this year's
SARS, only with sexy poses."
And here we are making fun of this
trend. But fear not, because occasionally the
joke factory goes on hiatus at the expensive
of actual reporting. Like Woody Allen directing Interiors or Weird Al releasing an album of
political commentary (It'll happen one day;
the man is bound to be unable to come up
with a parody of"Hey Ya!" and go all Chomsky
on us instead), there comes a time when we
too need to get serious. In this issue,Elizabeth
Fernandez tells us about the Student
Assistance Workout Program, a wonderful,
mostly-volunteer service offered at UCF's
Recreation and Wellness Center. Wrth so
much news-ycontent related to the negative,
Fernandez's article is a refreshing human
interest piece about one of the 5'hool's best
resources.
I'm sure next week we'll be back to our
old wise-ass selves, but now we finally have
that cover story to bring home to mom instead ofjust making fun of your mom.
. ~
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Opportunity to.
participate in a clinical
research study of an
investigational medicine
·How you can qualify?
• 18 to 55 years of age

• Non-smoker
• Not taking medicines
• Able to stay in our facility on 2 separate occasi_ons for 3 days
and 3 nights
Compensation up to $800.00 for your time and travel

--=fp:\
-.f)

Call today for more information:
(407) 240 ..7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S Orange Ave., Suite 108
www.ocrc.net
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Billboard top five albums •••
OutKast, Speakerboxxx
Sheryl Crow, The Very Best Of Sheryl Crow
Alida Keys, The Diary Of Alida Keys
Toby Keith,Shock'nY'all
Josh Groban,Closer

Bill

for the week of January 29- February 4

New s/Jins
:I.

Miaophones •

Live·inJapan: Feb.19,
21, and 22, 2003

nnnn

Genre: lo-ti/acoustic
Release date: Feb. 3
Record label: K

JOHN THOMASON
indie Asst. Editor

Since every Microphones album is bound to a particular concept, usually of a nature-related persuasion, Ialways wanted to hear the band play live·
to see if the songs work outside oftheir conceptual milieu.Live in Japan doesn't a~swerthat question, but it provides something even better: a live album
composed entirely of new material that, unlike most Microphones studio
offerings, even mixes light interludes (covers of "Silent Night'' and "My
Favorite Things") with Phil Elvrum's haunting acoustic guitarcompositions.
Only with a band as militantly lo-fi in its aesthetic as The Microphones
could a live album have better production than the studio offerings.Elvrum's
fragile vocals are imbued with a clarity rarely seen in his typically feedbackdrenched pallet, and since most of the songs are stripped-down, bare-bones
confessionals like "Great Ghosts" and "The Blow, Part 2," they are a done a
great service in this intimate setting. The 11-minute procession "Universe
Collection," featuring Calvin Johnson, is perhaps the apex of Elvrum's expansive talents as a songwriter and composer.

Starsailor • Silence is Easy.
Genre: melancholia
Release date: Jan. 27
Record label: Capitol

ELIZABETH PAUK
Staff Writer

•While Silence Is Easy

still
serves up the usual Starsailor
fare - fame and fortune have
not corrupted their style there is something more
thoughtful about the way they
perform tl;J.at adds a touch of
maturity to their music: It seems
the Starsailor boys have set out
to tell the stories of humanity to
the world in their new album.
With chilling lyrics like "By the
book or by the gun there's fear
inside of everyone/ Turn your
head to face the sun and love will
keep you safe," their slightly
preachy and didactic storyt(;)lling music stiij speaks of the
power love has to take away the
ills of life.
Opening track "Music Was
Saved" sticks out like a sore
thumb in an otherwise thoughtprovoking flow of depressive
music, very much in the style of

the Manic Street Preachers. · Barry Westhead (keyboards)
"Music Was Saved" is clearly and James Stelfox (bass) to prouncharacteristic of Starsailor's duce a tune so touching in its
music,
With
its
strong, simplicity and poignancy that
tubthumping beats and jangling you stop, stare and wonder what
cymbal action. It'is like a bar it is you're feeling in ,YOur heart
anthem waiting to happen; it's as tears start welling up in your
not too hard to ima~e the bars eyes (this obviously doesn't
full of party people waving their . apply to you if you are one of
beer mugs in the air hopping those macho types). This wonalong to this powerhouse. drous effect is put very -nicely
Horrific stuff. It's hard to say if together in the second track
making such a move is a good or "Some Of-Us," especially in 'the
bad thing for the group. It's defi- heart-wrenching chorus where
nitely one stop closer to main- Walsh cries "Some of us laugh/
stream dreariness and many some of us cry/ some of us
months of being played to death smoke/ some of us lie/ but it's all
on the radio, but I guess any- just the .way that we cope with
thing that broadens their audi- our lives."
ence is worth a shot.
The closing track, "Restless
Beyond that tiny bit of happi- Heart," marks the end of the
ness, everything else is a sigh of album's entire musical experirelief for hardcore' Starsailor ence to great finesse. The gentle
traditionalists. Flowing instru- decrease of the music's dramatmentals plus singer/songwriter ic melodies and the slightly
James Walsh's soulful wailing weary vocals of Walsh in this
will once again permeate final track will be the perfect
through the toughest bits of your .ingredient to ensure the reader
psyche to hit you right ·where it never forgets the music.
hurts the most. Walsh's beautiful Especially when Walsh chants
voice has that effect. When you "Say I'm your only one/ Say I'm
least expect, the phenomenal your only one/ Say I'm your only
mixture of his gifted vocals do one/ Say I'm your heart," we
their magic with the musical tal- know his voice will be in our
ents of Ben Byrne (drums), hearts, at least for a good while.

The Notwist • Different
Cars and Trains EP

nn

Genre: efectro-pop
Release date: Jan. 27
Record label: Domino

JERROD ROCKHILL
StaffWriter

As opposed to following up 2002's ihsanely catchy glitch-pop masterpiece
Neon Golden with an equally stunning complementary EP. The Notwist's
Different Cars and Trains is simply a reaffirmation ofthe irrelevancy of the remix

album. Must every band in a genre remotely related to electronic music do
this? Despite how drastically inferior remix records are,these bands continue to
crap them out at alarming rates, and hearing these techno-ized versions of
Neon Golden hits only makes rne pine fqr the originals.
The pop immediacy that made these songs so accessible in spite of complex electronic arrangements is now all bllt lost amidst dull, repetitive techno
beats.There is a paucity of fresh ideas here;the songs either go nowhere or go
the same place over and over and over.Thisis listenable stuff because the skeletonsof great songs linger like ghosts, but Different Cars and Trains is pedestrian .
techno that excels only in being ignorable background noise.

Local bands

The Monster Mashlin
From the ashes
of Agent Felix
rises one of
Orlando's best
rock bands
PATRICK ALCINE
Staff Writer

Aaron Harvey (vocals, guitar), Joe Knipp (guitar), Glen
Wilson (bass, vocals) and
Jason Burrow!? (drums) are
Mashlin, aka the artists formerly known as Agent Felix.
They are finally in full stride
after a slight lineup change and
a major format change. The
foursome went from power
chords, simple melodies and
songs about girls to syncopated
rhythms, meaningful lyrics and
an experimental and emotiQnal
&round. "What really prompted
the ~ to Ma8hlin was

musicality," Harvey said. ''We
were juf:it so embarrassed by
what we were playing."
After hearing their new
sound, I concluded that a little
humiliation goes a long way.
Not to say that Agent Felix was
your average "I only know
three chords" punk band. The
guys achieved a decent amount
of acclaim for touring extensively (all over the eastern and
mid-western United States as
well as Australia) and for sharing the stage with major acts
such as New found giory, M:xPx,
NOFX and The Starting Line.
Hell, they were even nominated
for an Orlando Music Award in
2001. While all of this is 'noteworthy on a local scale (in a big
fish/small pond sort of way; I
mean the Central Florida rock
scene isn't exactly bursting
with talent), it is questionable
whether they woul«;l ever have
grown beyond local-band status.
They have been Mashlin
officially for a year. and have
not yetreached the level of pop-

ularity Agent Felix enjoyed, but
the attention from record
labels has been much more
considerable now that they're
being taken s~riously as musicians, and the guys don't mind
starting over. "We'd rather be
playing for one person what
we're playing now than for a
million as Agent Felix,"'admits
Harvey.
The band recently bade
farewell to drummer and longtime member Omar Surillo,
who left to play guitar for
Unsung Zeros, and who could
blame him because let's face it
__:_ chicks dig guitar players.
''We were sad to see him go, but
we couldn't be happier with the
lineup now," Harvey said,
speaking for the collective.
Mashlin welcomed friend and
former Unsung Zeros drummer Jason Burrows to fill the
spot. There were initial concerns that he might have trouble adjusting to such a drastic
style change, but they were
soon laid to rest. AB Harvey
puts it, Burrows "breathes life

into the music."
than he ever did in Agent Felix.
Their ambitious .EP Process They easily pull off intricate
of Automation, released in _ and intelligent guitar work,
September 2003, employs a while Harvey bends pitches
diversity of sounds, including with an anxious sense of
piano and string lines. Though urgency over rhythmic drumquite progressive, it sounds as ming that whispers jazz influif these guys · pulled out and ence. Harvey's insightful and
dusted off every influence simultaneously melancholy
they've had.
and abstract lyrics strangely
''We definitely went back to maintain a certain poignancy
our roots," the band says, cit- even amidst the band's various
ing Radiohead, Nirvana, and tempo and key changes.
Smashing Pumpkins as influ- Basically; it's good stuff. .
ences. But they attribute their
Mashlin will have a
new sound mostly to their col- redesigned Web site available
lective love of music theory.
soon. They have a show at The
Whereas Agent Felix enlist- Social with the Unsung Zeros
ed both Harvey and Joe Knipp on Feb. 1. Also, the group is
to share lead vocal duties, working on new material that
Mashlin mutually decided to is less technical and somewhat
opt for the stability and consis- "sugar coated" as Harvey put
tency of one lead singer. Harvey it. But as far as I can see, the
boldly rises to the challenge, band is playing music that
leaving behind the adolescent seems to come naturally; music
whlne of his former project for they are proud of. They've done
a mature, throaty vibrato. the whole catchy; simple thing
Knipp abandons his lackluster and they are now on to bigger
vocals to completely gi;asp the and better ventures. Don't look
strings of lead guitar, at which back. Check out the band at
he displays more musicianship http://www.mashlin.com.

JERROD ROCKHILL

NO-FIDELITY
The litmus test
for 'indie'
A vast majority of us, including
myself, tend to throw the term \ffidie'
around to describe the particular
sound of a genre of music and its subge~s. And maybe we're throwing
this term around a little too much.
Not that it's particularly out of context; the term indie wasn't originally
used as an adjective for a type of
music.
It was the first types of independent music, · indie, that rdefined the
sound of the pri:riciple-turned-genre.
The term has materialized itself in
just a little more than 10 years as
· musicians and performers broke
away from the mainstream rock'n'roll circuits to pursue intellectual
and artistic freedom outside of controlling labels and producers who
wish to monopolize the culture of
music.
So, what's the big deal?
The big deal is more and more
people are starting to realize that
pop music is horrible. The majority of
it lacks any musical or intellectual
pursuit. The lyrics are crap and the
instrumentals are the brainchildren
of the same old tired set of producers.
They've caught onto this little fact
that their entire lives are dedicated to
shelving out total bullshit.
Corporate labels have the same
intentfon and tactics that companies
like Phillip Morris have had for years.
They simp]f want to push product
and volume no matter the consequence. Now, I know what you're
thinking. What harm could corporate
·
music could bring?
That's a discussion all on its own.
Mostly, mass homog-enization of culture for profit isn't entirely the best
thing. It ruins the appeal of free
thought in a society.
On that note, record ciompanies
have seen the profit potential in
"indie" bands. So, they've taken upon
themselves to share independent
music with the world, at a markup of
course.
So, how do you know if your band
is truly indie and not a corporate
hijacking like The Strokes?
• The band hasn't been on M'N.
Period.
• Its sense of fashion doesn't
extend outside of tight thrift store
jeans and rigid social concepts like
·'.'mod."
• The band doesn't have "the" in
the name, and if it does it's probably
not worth listening to anyways.
• Everything in print, like CD covers and flyers, is poorly photocopied.
• Said CD covers are hand-giued onto
office-supply-paper
CD
envelopes:
• It plays regularly at hole-in-thewall bars you regularly get drunk at.
• The band often includes art that
even your biggest art-fag friend doesn't "get."
• Said bands like to describe their
music with words like post as prefixes and say they like to play atonally.
• The band isn't signed and probably will never be.
• Or it's on a label you've never
heard of that's run out of some guy's
garage in a small town that just
exists.
It's not hard, folks. Any band can
be independent as long as they're
sticking it to the man by either purposely being awful and incomprehensible or just being plain bad.
I also think there's too much ·
strain put on this whole indie vs.
mainstream ideal anyways.
The mainstream kids listen to
whatever sounds good, the indie kids
hate bands that let their music go disposable. The mainstream kids hate
how a majority of indie music is so
"sad and confusing," or how they
whine all the time. The indie kids
can't tolerate the hollow heads of the
mainstream kids.
In all of this high-school-style
fighting over rather obscure music
theory and culture, I think that mainstream and indie kids can agree on
hating one thing.
Ravers.

Top 5 celebrity impersonators who we don't
want to see at an evening with the starz •••
5.Rea/Workls Puck
4.Emeril
3. Jason Biggs
2. Sandra Bernhardt
1.Fran Drescher

for the week of January 29 -·February 4

The be.st rock trio from Seattle since••• hmm ....
that they've yet to be plucked and
corrupted by a greedy major
label executive, the band
rests comfortably on
obscure indie rock
label Bar/None.
Their
image
is
enough to
alienate

The Trachtenburg
Family bring their
unique spectacle
to The Social
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

·EVENTS

I

Heaps of press continue to ;follow Seattle trio the Trachtenburg
Family Slideshow Players. They've
been featured by NPR, Comedy
Central, The · Village Voice, CNN,
MTV and The New Yorker. That's
right - MTV and The New Yorker.
And they'll finally bring their eclectic show to Orlando's Social on
Saturday at 7 p.m.
Despite such attention, the
acclaim still looks surreal. The
Trachtenburg Family achieving
fame seems to defy all laws of popmusic stardom. Crunching guitars,
spandex clothing, lovesick songs
and nasally vocals are nowhere to
be found in the Trachtenburg's
music or image (Okay, maybe they
have nasally vocals, but it's the
good kind of nasally). Add the fact

COURTESY WARNER BROS. STUDIOS

Zora NealeHurston Festival

kicker:
Their
drummer is
none other than
their
9-year-old ·
daughter Rachel.
With a daughter playing
in two indie rock bands (Yep, she
plays bass in another) and singing
a whol~ room full of Carson Dalys. about Vietnam and Watergate while
Singer and keyboardist Jason everyone eli:ie her age is watching
Trachtenburg, 39, whose antiquat- purple dinosaurs, it seems the tag
ed thick glasses make Rivers "novelty band" is an inescapf.!,ble
Cuomo's look modern by compari- one for the Trachtenburgs. But it's
son, isn't the most marketable a good kind of novelty band, a.I).d
frontman, and his vocal style has the label isn't terribly insulting.
been criticized for bordering on After all, they're singing songs
irritating (Of course, it's the good about slides from a McDonald's'corkind of bordering-on-irritating).
porate presentation and an Easter
But enough about what the fam- egg hunt.
ily doesn't have. What you do get
Jason and Tina have apparently
from these prolific, hardworking amassed thousands of slides and
northwesterpers is an eccentric are touring in support of their steland certainly distinctive hybrid of lar lone release, Vintage Slide
vaudeville and They Might Be Collections from Seattle, Vol. 1. In
Giants (with whom they toured in case you fear the music will lose
2002), including a music video aes- some of its impact without the visuthetic thanks to the constant slide al representation •you get seeing
projections complementing the them live, fear not - the CD
songs. Jason's wife Tina found a includes the slideshows on
bollection of slides labeled · Quicktime format when you play it
"Mountain Trip to Japan, 1959" at on the pomputer. Jason said the
an estate sale a few years ago. family has planned to release ·five
Jason decided to write quirky lyrics volumes on CD, so rest assured this
about the slides. Thus, the multime- won't be the last time you hear of
dia extravaganza known as the indie rock's answer to The
Trachtenburg Family Slideshow Osbournes. Of course, this family is
Players was born. But here's the actually talented.

Celebrate arts and humanities at the
Zora Neale Hurston Festival this
Thursday through Sunday. Cost for the
street festival, which runs from 9 a.rn. to
5 p.rn., is $5 Friday and Sunday, and $10
Saturday.
Attendees can check out a variety of
performances on the center stage,
including Freddie Jackson at 3 p.rn.
Saturday. As well, there will be a juried
art show. a book fair with authors,
parades, an ethllic food court, traditional crafts demonstration, and film panel
complete with none other than the origi. nal "Shaft", Richard Roundtree. Yeah,other people will be on the panel too, but
seriously. Who gives a - shut yo mouth!
For information call 1-800-972-3310.

~··

Film: Cuando los Espiritus Mambo
Jan. 29, 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.rn.
Enzian Theater
1300 S. Orlando Ave.
407-823-2789

An Evening with the Starz
Jan. 29, 7 p.m. to 12 a.m., $25
Universal Cineplex 20
1000 Universal -Studios Plaza
. 407-354-5998

Clive Baldwin performs as Al Jolson
Jan. 29, 7 p.rn., $10, $29.95
Chapters on Park
358 N. Park Ave.
WmterPark
407-644-2880

Private Lives
Jan. 29 to Feb. 8, $20, $35
Lowndes Shakespeare Center
M~geson Theater '
812 E. Rollins St:
407-447-1700
Call for showtirnes
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BRANDON PETERSON
KAARE ANDREWS
ADAM HUGHES
BRIAN PULIDO
BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS
PHIL JIMENEZ
DARICK ROBERTSON
JOHN CASSADAY
GREG LAND
WALTER SIMONSON ·
AMANDA CONNER
MICHAEL LARK
KELSEY SHANNON
CHUCK DIXON·
DAVID MACK
BRIAN STELFREEZE
TERRY DODSON
JAMES 0 8ARR
FRED (PIRO) GALLAGHER (CREATOR OF "THE CROW")
KARL STORY
SKOTTIEYOUNG
CULLY HAMNER
JIMMY PALMIOTTI
1

• *GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO C H A N GE W ITHOUT NOTICE. P U RCHASE OF AN ADMISSION
DOES NOT GUARANTEE AN AUTOGRAPH FROM ANY ATTEN D ING GUEST.

Open mic hosted by Susie Cool
Jan. 29, 8 p.m., free
Natura Coffee & Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
. 407-482-5000

Jan. 30, 11 am. to 3 p.m., free
Student Union
·
Cape Florida Ballroom
407-823-2361

Zora Neale Hurston Festival
of the Arts and Humanities

President Hitt Open Forum

Jan. 29, 5 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

Jan. 29, 7 p.m., $14·, $16
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Sui>ervillains, Ten New Toes, ·
ln<lorphine (ska, metal)
Jan. 29, 7 p.m., $6
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Harmonic La-Dee-Da's, Lady Boswell
(punk)
·
Jan. 30, 9 p.m., no cover
Guinevere's
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Real Love Diplomats (rock)

I

Jan. 30, 10 p.m., $3
Bodhisattva Social Club
23 S. Court Ave.
407-872-3136

Josh Martinez (hip-hop)
Jan. 30, 9 p.m., $6, $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

~
Bughead, Bluelegs, The Goldminers (rock) ·
Jan. 30, 9 p.m., $5, $7
The Social
•
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Tishamingo (rock)
Jan. 30, 9 p.m:, $10
Back Booth
37 W. Pine St.
407--099-2570

Vance Blackwater, Bob Stormcrow Sanders
(acoustic)
Jan. 30, 9 p .m., $3
Underground Bluz - UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

Gargamel! (metal)
Jan. 31, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37 W. Pine St.
407-999-2570

Robin Yukiko (acoustic)

Volunteer Expo
Jan. 29, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., free
Student Union South Patio
407-823-6471

12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665

Finned Pilot, Dodger, Our Given Day

CAMPUS

Jan. 29, 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., free
Student Union
407-823-2789

COURTESYUCF

UCF President.John Hitt will host an open forum on Feb.4.

Keller Williams (rock)

The Future of Black Film Culture

Monday night: Ladies night 9p.m. - 1a.m. 2 for 1 specials
Thursday night: Open Mic & Karaoke 9p.m. - 1a.m. $1.50 pints
Saturday·night: live music

SHOWS

Feb. 1, 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m., free
Festival Bay
5250 International Drive
407-351-7718

Jan. 29, 12 p.m. to 1 p.m., free
VISual Arts Building Room 105
407-823-6502

Beer specials: • $10 buckets • $1.50 drafts

Come watch the game on a 65" widescreen High def. T.V.

Latin Festival

Me and my Shadow,
The Impact of Stalking

--

NO COVER

Feb. 4, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., free
Student Union
·
Key West Ballroom 218CD

Jan. 30, 10 a.m. free
Life Center Church
63 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Eatonville
407-628-3229

...

f ai lgate Party_
Sun. Feb. 1
2 p.m. - close

Feb. 3, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., free
UCF Arena
407-823-2361

Dr.John Hope Franklin

The UCF Department of Music
will host UCF Clarinet Day on
Saturday, Jan. 31, from 12:30 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m. at the UCF Rehearsal
Hall. Visiting guest artist, Julie
DeRoche, will provide a clarinet
master class as well as perform
with UGF Associate Professor of
Clarinet and Interim Department
Chair, Keith Koons, and pianist,
Keiko
Andrews
on
the
Concertpiece
No.
2
by
Mendelssohn.
. Aside from sitting in on the
DeRoche master class, clarinet
enthusiasts can visit the exhibits or
play their instrument during UCF
Clarinet Day. Koons said, ''All the
participants will be able to play
together in a clarinet choir reading
session, and th·e re will be music
stores providing' tables with clarinets and accessories to look at and
buy." Registration begins at 12 p.m.
The cost is $10, and UCF students
are free.

-

Spring 2004 lntemship Fair

Jan. 30 to Feb. 1, 9 am. to 5 p.m.
$5, $10
Downtown Eatonville
Kennedy Blvd.
Eatonville
407-647-0410

UCF Clarinet Day

:"-~~~~~~
- -- -- --

EXPOMania!

Jan. 31, 9 p .m., no cover
Guinevere's
37 S. Magnolia Ave. ,
407-992-1200

Sugar Oaks, Saving Twilight (indie)
Jan. 31, 10 p.m., $4
Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave. ·
407-228-0048

NEWLY OPENED
Blue Elephant Thai Restaurant

Jan. 31, 7 p.m., $6
0-ZoneCD's
1002 W. Hwy 436
407-862-1002'

Serving Authentic Thai Cuisine

S More Minutes (acoustic)
Jan. 31, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz - ·ucF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-414.1

i"li t

rn

Trachtenburg Family Slideshow
Players, Andrew Katz (edectic)
Jan. 31, 7 p.m., $12, $14
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

.,.,,,."It

F..

3900 Alafaya Trail
(100yds south of Chevron
gas station at corner of
University Blvd)
Tel/Fax 407-380-7200
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DISCOUNT
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j Chevron

.

Gas

(soutl1) Alafaya Trail

THROUGH
THI MONTH
OF FEBRUARY

100 yards

Milka, Agents of the Sun, Overdale (rock)
Jan. 31, 9 p.m., $5, $7

Working or studying late,.... give us a call. 407-380-7200
Pick up a delicious meal on your way home
from work or University.

Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Unsung Zeroes, The Bayside, Sleeping (punk)
· Feb. 1, 6 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

103 OFF
w/UCF ID

OPEN 7 DAYS

Partide, Rob Wasserman (rock)

MON - THURS llam - 10pm
FRI llam- llpm
SAT llam - 10pm
SUN 4pm- 9pm

Jan. 2, 8 p.m., $12
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Dine In •Take Out • Delivery • Catering

7 Alafaya WoodsJSte 1000, Oviedo

407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256
2 LARGE : 2 MEDIUM: 1 ~~~E~~E;~E .

lunch menu available

r-----------T-----------T-----------~

Autumn Offering, End of All, The Other
Side of the Sky, Ballard Reversed (punk)
Feb. 3, 6 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Camp Lo, Grand Agent, Taiai, Spaztic Emcee,
Maestro Black, Trunks, DJ Teeko, DJ Devro,
BMF (hip-hop) for"traditional rap tour"
Feb 3, 9 p.m., $10, $15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

I

CHEESE PIZZAS

I

CHEESE PIZZAS

I

: $15 99 : $1 3 99 :
I

•

I

Toppings $1 .50
I
I
I •atJdltlonal each pizza I

•

Add $1 .25 ror each
topping - each pizza

TOPPING & 1 o

WINGSCorKNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA
I
I

$1 5 95
•

PIZZA w/ONE
TOPPING & 10
1 WINGS (or KNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

1
1

I
I

I
I

I

:

:

$1 3 95
•

CHEESE PIZZAS
W/ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

Feb 4, 6:30 p.m., $9
The 1Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Sculpting Nature: The Favrille
Pottery of LC. Tiffany . ·
Feb. 2, 7 p.m. to 5 p.m., free
Charles Hosmer Morse Museum
of American Art
455 N. Park Ave.
Wmter Park
407-645-5311

$1 9 9"9
•

5
"'
I
SPECIAL
I
, ICE :
1 $ 99 SL
1
•
1

I 11:00am-5:00pmONLY I
I
Pick Up Only
I

~-----------~--- ~-------~-----------·
r-----------------------------------~

: FAMILY SPECIAL $3~00 OFF $30.00 or MORE :
~------------------------------------~
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

Duffy's Subs
$6.25

GIANT PHIL.LY COMBO

.

$2.99

GIAN.T MEATBALL COMBO
(Includes 32oz Drink)

407-679-2448
1 ·0042 UNIVERSITY BLVD
One mile west of UCF corner of Dean &
University behind Discount Auto Parts

UPCOMING
All in the Timing
Feb. 5 to Feb. 15, $6 to $10
University of Central Florida
TheatreUCF
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
407-823-2000
Call for exact showtimes

Mark Kozelek
Feb. -8, 7 p.m., $15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-24~1419

I
I

I

(Includes 24 oz Drink/Chips)

AR·J

:
1

:

Feb. 4, 8 p.m., $15-$35
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
507-934-2538

Senses Fail, Boys Night Out, Beautiful
Mistake, Moneen (indie)

I

~-----------+-----------+-----------~
.
• 1 MEDIUM CHEESE •
2 MEDIUM
• ·ATURD· A v •

I

Dark Star Orchestra (covers)

Mr. Len, Roosevelt Franklin, Kice (hip-hop)
Jan. 31, 10 p.m., $10, $13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

the indie eats

The Red Letter, Another Broken Promise, For.
the Kids, Hope Dies Screaming, Before the
Last Breath, Into the Last Moat (punk)

863 N. Alafaya Trail • 407-382-8201
Waterford Lakes Town Center,
near Best Buy
Mon-Thur: 11 am-3pm & 5pm-9:30pm
Fri-Sat: llam-10:\0pm •Sun: llam-9:30pm

for the week of January 29 -February 4

Movie with a· beautiful story
Girl with a Pearl ·
Earring is a
cornucopia of
gorgeous images

BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ

CINESCENE
The gold
infection

nnnn
Girl with a Pearl Earring (PG-13)
LionsGate Rims
www.girlwithapearlearringmoviuom

BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Girl with a Pearl Earring
might be "the other" Scarlett
Johansson film of 2003, with
Lost in Translaticm trampling
it in terms of critical acclaim and
box office success, but that doesn't mean it should be ignored.
Girl with a Pearl Earring is a
beautiful film filled with taut performances, stunning cinematography and assured direction.
Based on the novel by Tracy
Chalivier and adapted to the Johansson constructs her charscreen by Olivia Hetreed, Girl acter like a finely tuned fiddle.
with a Pearl Earring is a story The film's strongest virtue is its
inspired by the famous Veriileer ability to draw you in with the
simplest of actions. Aided by
painting of the same name.
Forced to be a maid in the Alexandre Desplat's haunting
Vermeer house, peasant maid score, Girl with a Pearl
Griet (Johansson) slowly learns Earring i;; steeped in metaphor.
her way through her chores and When Vermeer pierces the ear of
the do's and don'ts of the home. Griet, the audience is shown an
In an almost wordless perform- image to digest without heavyance, Johansson shows the handed direction.
1
Colin Firth, who usually plays
maturity and grace she's procured at the tender age of 19. the ninny British man from this
utilizing her eyes and her body, year'sLoveActually and2001's

COURTESY LIONS GATE FILMS

Bridget Jones's Diary, is seen
here in a different light. His
Verme~ is strong, intimidating
and loving toward his art.
Treated as a quasi-Quasimodo
in the film's opening reels, he is
introduced to the audience and
Johansson as something of an
ogre, but the light slowly fills in
as his true self is revealed.
The film is as beautiful 1:\8 a
Vermeer itself, with its
chiaroscuro
lighting.
Cinematographer
Eduardo
Serra (Unbreakable,
The

Wings of the Dove) has created
something so picturesque that
the entire film feeJs as if you ·
were transported to a time of
quiet beauty. Girl with a Pearl
Earring is the feature film debut
of Peter Webber. Coming from a
television background, which
incllides the TV produbtions of
The Stretford Wives and Men
Only, Webber's debut is assured
as any. This deliberately paced
film always feels in control. and
never wanders. His collaboration with Eduardo $erra is

something to behold, and I hope
continued
collaborations
between the two are forthcoming.
Although this film will likely
be swept under the rug by large
studio pictures vying for Oscars
this year, Girl with a Pearl
Earring is a treasure waiting to
be found. It doesn't •have the
scope of a film like Cold
Moontain or The Last
Samurai, but the emotional
strilggies in the film are larger
th~ any mountain vista. .

.
.
Monster,1s an emotional powerhous.e
'

'

'

Theron's brilliant
transformation drives
depressing biopic

nnnn

COURTESY NEW MARKET FILMS

acting. There's no doubt she's one of the
most beautiful ·actresses in Hollywood,
bu~ her commitment to this role goes
beyond any expected parameters.
Credit the Monster make-up crew for
making Theron appear utterly repulsive, and credit Charlize for coming off
crap like The Legend ofBagger Vance
and The Italian Job and finally getting
her hands dirty. And the rest of her body

too.

You Got Served (PG-13)
www.yougotservedcom

The PerfectScore (PG-13)
Paramount Pictures
www.perfectscoremovie.com

·

Though it will likely be overshadMonster(RJ
owed by Theron's performance-which
New Market Films
is worth all the hype bestowed upon itwww.monsterfilm.com
Ricci's acting is the best of her career.
Accustomed to playing sarcastic,
JOHN THOMASON
coquettish nymphets in the past, Ricci's
indie Editor
Selby is reduced to a vulnerable shell
As a straightf01ward, Unrunching torn between childish naivete and the
· biopic of prostitute-cum-serial killer film's lone voice of reason.
Aileen Wuornos, Mdnster is a devastatWhile there is little room for ambiguingty sad 111 minutes. As a comment on ity in Jenkins' inevitably resolved
the world's squalor and the futility and script-there's no doubt you'll want
impossibility of goodness,Monster1s ...a Wuornos dead-the thin line Jenkins
devastatingty; sad 111 minutes.
treads to make Wilornos a tragic victim
. The remarkably poised first feature and a microcosm for abused women
from writer-director Patty Jenkins,. everywhere makes the viewer care ·
Monster was filmed on location in deeply. She is as much a victim of the
Orlando, replicating the atmosphere of world's cruelty as the men she pointless~y hotel rooms and dingy bars
ly murders. Indeed, the sequence where
Wilornos (Charlize Theron) and girl- Wuornos talks about being repeatedly
. friend Selby (Christina Ricci) frequented sexually and physically abused at the
in the 1980s. Jenkins creates an uncom- age of 8 is just as painful to see as ijie
promisingiy bleak portrait thanks to innocent family man she kills simply for
plenty of muted colors and dim lighting, offering her a ride and shelter.
but these only touch the tip of her ice- · When Wilornos kills her first man,
berg of authenticity. There is not one line 'Who was in the process of beating and
of dialogue in Jenkins' script that does rapin~ her, her actions are condonable.
not sound natural, not one expression . But as the film progresses, the men
on the faces of the actresses that seems become more and more normal and carforced. The film's only forays into heavy- ing1until the last is practically angelic.
handedness occur in Wuornos' unneces- Still, they all wind up as corpses thanks
sary voice.over monologues. These lazy to Wuornos' misdirected rage. But since
voice-0vers are a recurring theme in there is no place to direct the rage
films of such importance as this one, a . except on society itself and Wilornos'
theme that further dumbs. down cinema troubled past, Jenkins makes the blame
for American audiences.
an abstract one and turns a psychopath
Still, Theron's bravura performance into a legendary martyr for women's libalone is enough to fill entire books on eration. .

Also new to theaters this weekend
. Sony Pictures

j

On the mean streets you need to constantly be proving you're the best and toughest in the hood. Everybody wants to be in the best
crew, trying to get money and respect the only way they lrnow b.ow ... DANCING! . Bring it On meets Boyz N the Hood meets Dirty
Dancing will be in theaters this wee],<. Probably only for this week.
Six clicM characters straight out of The Breakfast Club join forces to steal the answers to the SATs. This movie has been pushed
back several times, because every time they are about to put it into theaters, somebody else puts the exact same story out before them.
Cheaters never win, and bad movies never prosper. Especially considering everybody who is out of high school have long realized their
SAT scores don't mean anything anymore. Oh, but at least Scarlett Johansson is hot.

When broached with the task of
writing about the Golden Globes, I
was struck with a unique experience I had during the viewing.
To explain: When the night
started off; I figured I'd see the
. same old spiel, stars wearing
fancy clothing and talking about
their new products, basically acting like prostitutes with cameras
and microphones. To my surprise,
Joan Rivers had turned into an
aging Texan man, Melissa Rivers a
Texan woman. It was 20 minutes
before I realized I was watching
King of the Hill on Fox.
·The first person I saw on the
red carpet was a reluctant Bill
Murray. Some forgettable woma,n
on NBC managed to get him to
come over and flirt with the camera.' Murray quipped a joke or two
and then a commercial hit the
screen. From there, the memories
become hazy.
In a year filled with unforgettable movies, I was amazed at how
many .forgettable ones had been
nominated. It offends every cell in
my body that Master and
Commander was released to the
public, let alone nominated for
awards.
I fell asleep just as Tim Robbins
was crowned best supporting
actor for his less than mediocre
work in Mystic River. Working
through my subconscious were the
words of the Globes. I dreamed I
was sitting next to Jude Law. I
turned to say hello, and lie lashed
at me with a lizard tongue. Harvey
Weinstein chuckled and spoke in a
language no one understood. In
the middle of the room there was a
river named The Mystic. Sean
Penn and Clint Eastwood splashed
each other with ice-cold water.
Tim Robbins sat at the edge of the
pond, feet dipped in; L.a urence
Fishburne, on the edge of obesity
with a krispy kreme donut, dipped
in as well. Just then Peter Jackson
tapped me on the shoulder. He
wanted to show me his new haircut; he said it was his first since
1987. I remember liking it. Russell
Crowe called for me to join him on
his ship. I refused, and he
launched a cannonball at my belly,
transporting me to Mordor. There,
Sean Astin wouldn't stop calling
me Mr. Brett. I heard applause and
some grumbling. I opened my eyes
to see Leonardo DiCaprio. The
show was over.
Luckily I set my VCR.
The winners for the night:
Best Tipsy Acceptance
Speech: Meryl Streep, "I didn't
forget my agent."
' Most .Revealing Acceptance
Speech: 24, "I've spent three years
preparing for this moment."
Maybe if they spent that much
time thinking about the plot of the
show, it wouldn't have gotten so
crappy.
Best 'Tm sorry I just put 300
people out of work" Speech;
Sarah Jessica Parker.
Here were the "real" winners:
Best Drama: The Lord of the
Rings: The &turn of the King.
Best Musical or Comedy: Lost in
'I'ranslaticm. Best Actor-Drama:
, Sean Penn. Best Actress-Drama:
Charlize Theron. Best Director:
Peter Jackson. Best ActorMusical or Comedy: Bill Murray.
Best
Actress-Musical
or
Comedy: Diane Keaton. Best
Supporting Actor: Tim Robbins.
Best Supporting Actress: Renee
Zellweger. Best Screenplay: Sofia
Coppola. Be st Original Score:
The Lord. of the Rings: The
Return ofthe King. Best Original
Song: "Into The West", The. Lord
of the Rings: The R.eturn of the
King. Best FOreign-Language
Fllm: Osama (Afg'hanistan).
E-mail Brett Ryan Bonowia at
brett@thein a1e.com
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,... Loews Universal Cineplex ""'1111
6000 Universal Blvd., 407-354-5998
Along Came Polly

1:00 p.m. 3:10 4:10 5:20 6:15 7:30 8:25
9:4010:35
Big fish

1:45 p.m. 4:25 7:10 9:50
~Etr.ct

New on DVD Feb. 2

Translation received, Murray masterful-

12:30 p.m. 1:30 2:25 3:00 4:00 4:55 5:30
6:30 7:30 8:05 9:05 10:05 10:45

MIKE RIEGEL

Cheaper by the Dozen

StaffWriter .

12:45 p.m. 2:55 5:10 7:20 9:40
Loni ofthe Rings: Ret\Jm ofthe King

1235 p.m. 4:30 8:35
Master & Commander

1:00 p.m. 3:50 6:40 9:35
Monster

12:25 p.m. 2:50 5:20 7:50 10:20
My Baby's Daddy,

1:10 p.m. 3:20 5:40 7:55 10:25
Mystic River

12:55 p.m. 6:55
Paycheck

2:30 p.m. 6:50
Perfect Scoll!

12:35 p.m. 1:35 2:45 3:45 4:50 5:55 7: 15 •
8:15 9:30 10:30
The Big Bounce

12:25 p.m. 2:20 4:35 6:45 8:50
The Last Samurai

3:40 p.m. 10:00
Torque

12:40 p.m. 2:15 4:15 5:00 6:05 8:05 9:25
10:10
Win a Date with Tad Hamilton

12:50 p.m. 2:00 3:05 5:25 7:35 9:55
You Got Served

12:30 p.m. 1:25 2:40 3:35 4:45 5:45 7:00
8:00 9:1510:15

Regal Oviedo Marketplace
1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107
·1

The Big Bounce

12:20 p.m. 2:50 5:20 7:40 10:00
12:10 a.m.
The Perfect Scoll!

12:00 p.m. 2:30 5:00 7:30 1'0:10
12:30 a.m.
1

Most movie fans remember
Sofia Coppola as the young
actress that helped ruin the
third installment of The
Godf ather. About a decade
after that debacle, Coppola
may have redeemed her self
with her writing and directing
of 'Lost In Translation.
The movie is an unrushed
character study that reveals
itself in a subtle manner. In
other words, it's the polar
opposite · of sledgehammer-tothe-watermelon movies like
Fast and the Furious.
If you're in the mood for

Paul Walker and car chases,
stay away from this one.
If you're looking for Bill
Murray and a balanced mixture of comedy; drama and
romance, this is your cup of
tea.
The star of the film is

Murray; perfectly cast as the
jaded Bob Harris. Harris, a
washetl-up Hollywood actor, is
in Tokyo to endorse a brand of
whiskey. No one plays jaded
- quite_like Murray. He builds on
his comedic/dramatic performances in movies like
Groundhog
Day
and
Rushmore.

Murray's character makes
the trip to Japan partly
because he needs the money;
but also because of the steadily declining quality of his marriage of 25 years. At the Tokyo
hotel, Harris has a chance
encounter with another hotel
guest, Charlotte (Scarlett
Johansson).
Charlotte is dealing with
her own relationship woes
inflicted by distant husband
John (Giovanni Ribisi).
Over the period of a week,
the two become fast friends
and begin the process of realization. They start to sort

through their feelings of anxiety and dissatisfaction. ·
The pair complement each
other well, and there seems to
be a tangible chemistry
despite the substantial age difference. Then, without much
warning, the week is up and
both go back to their lives.
It's tempting to ask why the
movie ended the way it did.
That's because this movie's
ending has no catharsis or
grand conclusion - kind of
like reality.
In addition to the superb
performances from Murray
and Johansson, the film's cinematography helps to transform Tokyo into a strange
wonderland, a world apart
from Hollywood.
Throw in a Japanese man
singing an excellent karaoke
version of the Sex Pistols'
"God Save the Queen" and
Jyou've got . a pretty good
movie.

The Fighting Temptations (PG-13)
Since Jerry Maguire, Cuba
Gooding Jr.'s philosophy
regarding script selection can
best be described in one simple sentence: Show him the
money. Give the man a check,
and the script is really incidental.
Rent Boat Trip or Chill
Factor if you don't believe me.
Gooding Jr.'s latest paycheck,
The.
Fighting
Temptations, hits the shelves
of your local video store
Tuesday. In this trite and pre,dictable feel-good picture,
Gooding Jr. is a Manhattan
business man who returns to
his small hometown in Georgia
when his aunt dies.
The aunt's will stipulates
that he will inherit $150,000 if
he's able to win a competition
with the local church choir. I
wonder if he'll be able to do it?
Anyway, Gooding Jr. recruits
some
singers,
including

Beyonce Knowles, to help turn
the choir around.
The gospel music is the
best part of the movie, so if
you miss church, rent this and
pray there won't be a sequel.

My Boss's Daughter (R)
Frodo has his ring, Luke
Skywalker has the force and
Ashton Kutcher has his trucker hat. The guy's a goofball,
but he's embraced· it and he's
making a fine living playing
the aloof leading man.
Kutcher stars as Tom
Stansfield, a man who bares a
striking resemblance
to
"Kelso" from That '70s Show.
I . don't mean to say that
Kutcher lacks range as an
. actor, but the guy . makes
Arnold Schwarzenegger . look
like Al Pacino.
Anyway,
My
Boss's
Daughter is a comedic farce
and should only be watched by
the heavily sedated.

You Got Served

12:00 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50 10:20
The Butterfly Effect

•

~

12:10p.m.12:404:004:306:507:209:30
10:20 12:10 a.m.

Now available on DVD

Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!

12:30 p.m. 3:40 7:10 7:40.9:40 10:10
12:00 a.m.
Along Came Polly
r

Disney's Teacher's Pet

12:30p.m.

Theatrical release:
Aug.1,2003

Torque

.-.

•

12:10 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:30 11:40
Cheaper bythe Dozen

~5

The great thing about editing a paper ifi you get
the chance to praise small films very dear to you
that wouldn't normally get much attention. · The
Secret Lives ofDentists is one of those films, one
of the best pictures and certainly the most underrated ·one of 2003. Bravura performances from
. Campbell Scott and Hope Davis drive this remarkably real and subtly funny dissection ofo a crumbling marriage, brought to typically quirky life·
from offbeat director Alan Rudolph.

Secret Lives of
Dentists (RJ

12:10 p.m. 12:50 2:30 3:00 4:50 5:10 7:20
7:50 10:10 12:30 a.m.

12:10 p.m. 1:00 2:40 4:20 4:50 7:10 9:30
12:00 a.m.

Box office gross:
$3.7million

Cold Mountain

12:30 p.m. 3:40 8:00 11:30
"

,Paycheck

9:50 p.m.

Peter Pan

.,

12:00 p.m. 2:40 5:10
Monster

1:00 p.m. 4:00 7:00 9:40 12:10 a.m.
Calendar Girts
1•
_1

12:00 p.m. 2:20 5:00 7:30 10:00
1:00 p.m. 6:50 8:00 J0:40
Something's Gotta Give

Objective· documentaries are few and far
between, and Capturing the Friedmans not only
fulfills the category, it's also an eye-opening
provocation on police corruption. Director
Andrew Jarecki set out to make a movie about
New York City circus clowns, but when interviewing entertainer David Freidman, he stumbled
upon the family's sordid history of questionable
(at best) child molestation charges. This Oscarnominated film is the best documentary of 2003.

Capturing the
Frtedmans
(Unrated)

The lord oftheRings:The Return of the King

.

12:20 p.m. 3:20 6:40 9:30
Big Fish

12:20 p.m. 3:10 6:50 9:40

Theatrical release:
June 13, 2003

The last Samurai

12:50 p.m. 4:30 8:00 11:30
Master and Commander.The Far Side of the World

3:00 p.m. 6:40 9:50

Box office gross:
$3.1 million

Mystic River

12:40 p.m. 3:50 7:00 10:00
lostinTranslation

...,

12:00 p.m. 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
12:30am.

Regal Waterford Lakes

i!

The Big Bounce

12:50 p.m. 4:30 7:20 9:40 12:10 am.
The Perfect Scoll!

· 12:40 p.m. 4:207:2010:10 12:40 a.m.
You Got Served

1:00 p.m. 4:00 7:20 9:50 12:20 a.m.
The Butterfly Effect

12:30 p.m. 1:10 4:00 4:40 6:50 7:50 9:40
10:40 12:30 a.m.
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~
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Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!

12:40 p.m. 4:10 4:50 7:10 7:40 9:50 10:20
12:20 a.m. 12:50
Along Came Polly

12:00 p.m. 12:50 4:00 4:407:10 7:40 9:40
10:40 12:20 am.
.
Disney's Teacher's Pet

12:10 p.m.
ToJque

12:30 p.m. 4:30 7:40 10:10 12:30 a.m.
Cheaperby the Dozen

12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50 10:30
Cold Mountain

12:00 p.m. 3:30 6:50 10:10

Lame heist film should be
bounced from theaters
"

Big Bounce is big

disappointment

nn

Paycheck

7:00 p.m. 10:00
11

.,

The Big Bounce (PG-13)

Peter Pan

1:00 p.m. 3:50

Warner Bros.

Monster

12:20 p.m. 4:10 7:00 10:00 12:50 a.m.
The Lord of the Rings:The Return ofthe King

12:00 p.m. 4:10 8:30
•1

thebigbounce.warnerbros.com

SEAN HUNTING

Something's Gotta Give

12:20 p.m. 3:50 7:30 10:30

indie Asst. Editor

Big Fish

12:20 p.m. 3:50 6:50 9:50 12:50 a m.
The last Samurai
I

12:40 p.Dl. 4:20 8:00
Master and Commander.TheFarSldeoftheWorld /

12:30 p.Dl. 3:40 7:00 10:30
"'

,

•
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Mystic River

12:10 p.m. 3:30 7:10 10:20

Regal Winter Park
510 NOrlando Ave.,407-628-0163
The Big Bounce

12:20 p.m. 2:50 5:10 7:35 10:20
The Perfect Scoll!

12:30 p.m. 3:00 5:20 8:00 10:30
You Got Served

12:25 p.m. 2:55 5:25 8:05 10:35
The Butterfly Effect

1:05 p.m. 2:05 4:00 5:00 7:10 7:50 9:55
10:45 12:35 a.m.
Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!

1:15 p.m. 3:55 4:35 7:05 9:00 9:30 11:55

.,.
••

Along Came Polly

'

12:00 p.m. 2:30 4:50 7:25 9:40
'12:15 a.m.
Torque

12:10 p.m. 2:20 6:55 12:05 a.m.
Cheaper by the Dozen

12:05 p.m. 2:45 5:15 7:55
Cold Mountain

12:50 p.m. 4:30 8:10 11:45
Paycheck

10:25p.m.
Monster

1:20 p.m. 4:15 7:20 10:05 12:40 a.m.
Calendar Girts

12:40 p.rn. 3:40 7:15 9:50 12:25 a.m.
The lord of the Rings: The Return of the King

1:30 p.m. 7:00 11:20
Something's Gotta Give

12:55 p.rn. 3:50 6:55 10:00
BigFosh

1:35 p.m. 4:40 7:45 10:40
The Cooler

-

12:45 p.m. 3:45 6:45 9:25 12:10 a.m.

''

In America
11:55 a.m. 2:25 p.m. 5:05 7:40 10:15
12:45 a.m.
Master and Commander.The Far Side of the World
11:55 a.m. 3:20 p.II). 6:50 10:10
Mystlcllher

12:15 p.m. 3:25 6:40 9:45
last In Translation

The only way I can review
The Big Bounce properly is
to give you the full story on
Elmore Leonard adaptations. First off, let me tell
you . that ,Leonard is the
coolest author of our time. I
wouldn't say the greatest, or
best, but definit~ly the
coolest. Since the early
fifties, the notoriously prolific author has produced tons
of westerns and crime dr~
mas. They are fun and not
overly complicated pulp fictions. For all intents and
purposes they should be
easily transferred to the
screen.
Some how, Hollywood
almost always manages to

'

screw it up.
The early attempts
weren't always horrible.
Clint Eastwood in Joe Kidd .
and Paul Newman in
Hombre were fun westerns.
More recently there were
Get Shorty and Tarantino's
adaptation of Rum, Punch,
Jackie Brown. For every
halfway decent Leonard
adaptation, however, there
are several movies like The
Big Bounce.

Owen Wilson plays Jack
Ryan, but not the Jack Ryan
from the Tom Clancy novels.
This guy is· a smalltime
crook' whose most successful heist only got him a few
hundred dollars. That is
until he meets Nancy; a character who can only be
described as flat, despite her
bra size. Nancy dreams of
stealing cars and breaking
into houses to have sex, until
the idea to steal $200,000
from her sugar daddy (Gary
Sinese) falls into her lap.
From what I understand,
this is supposed to be a heist
movie. The genre, as I have
come to know it, works like
this: You have a big cast
working together towards a

Oh, great .. .it's another direct-to-video film
about the comic book industry. As much as Cornie
Book Villains was a travesty; Comic Book: 'The
,Mov i e looks more promising, albeit in a campy
way. Mark Hamill directs and stars in this movie
about a ·comic geek who goes to Hollywood to
supervise a filin adaptation of one of his favorite
series. It's certainly a timely topic, and thE;J film
includes cameos by K;evin Smith, St.an Lee, Hugh
Hefner, Bruce Campbell, and Matt Groening. ·. · · ,
.
·:~~

Comic Book:·
The Movie
(PG-13)

541 North Alafaya Trail, 407-207-9110

Theatrical release:
None

'

common theft. Either somebody on the inside is a traitor, or somebody you
thought was against him or
her has really been helping
the entire time. Either way;
through a series of perfectly
executed plans, the good guy
(or bad guy; considering the
character is a thief) gets
what he wanted and leaves
all the people who opposed
them in the dust.
The Big Bounce is not a
heist film. It tries to be a
heist film, but fails miserably at it. The robbery itself,
which· is supposed to be the
entire premise of the film,
becomes a backdrop to
comedic one-liners and bad
situational comedies. When
the heist finally happens, it
is anticlimactic and confusing.
The movie wasn't all bad
though. It does have funny
moments, especially written
for Owen Wilson's unique
comedic delivery. The best
way to describe The Big
Bounce is to say it's like an
out of order toilet.
There is a lot of good crap
in there, but it ain't going
anywhere.

Last weekend's top box office hits •••
1. TheButterflyEffed - - - - - - - - - - - 2.Along(amePolly - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. Win aDate With Tad Hamilton!
4.BigF(sh
5. The Lord ofthe .Rings: The Return ofthe King

$17.06 million
$16.35 million
$7.32 million
$7.11 million
$6.78 million

Free Delivery & Pick-up

..

_pNo more late fees
.¥> No driving
p No lines
.¥> No hassles ·

.

12:35 p.m. 3:10 5:40 8:15 10:45
J'•

Enzian Theatre
\

.

13005.0rlandoAve.,407-629 1088
Glrlwtlh a 1"'111 Eanlng
Friday (1/30): 4:30 p.m. 7:00 9:30
'Saturda,,y (1/31)- 2:00 p.m. 4:307:00 9:30
Sunday (211): 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Monday (2J2) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
TUesday (213) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
·
\\bdnesday (214) -7:00 p.m. 9:80
1bunda,y (215): 7:00 p.m. 9'.30

407-277-5679

Simply Entertaining
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T~,.~-f" Free Popcorn &Soda with ~
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s. Holy erectile disfunction, Batman!
4.Holy Daisy Dukes, Batman!
3. Holy Chef Boy RDee, Batman!
2 Holy unlicensed massage pa~or, Batman!
1. Holy [expletive deleted], Batman!

for the week of January 29 -February 4

8-bit beat

Holy bat-feces
New Batman gaille butchers
franchise yet again

DANADELAPI

n

NOT JUST SEX
Cheaters
never prosper
Today I am going to rant. If you
don't like it, turn the page. Oh, and if
you're a current cheater or former
cheater, you may not like what I_have
to say. I am writing as a girl who has
been cheated on more times than
can be -mentioned. I don't understand why people cheat. I don't think
there is ever a good excuse for
cheating: In the end they are just
excuses.
Let's talk about good ole Sarah
and Tom from last week. Today,
Sarah and Tom have been dating for
three months. Sarah is daintily
walking to class when her best
friend Angela breaks the news to
her - Tom has been cheating. In .
true best friend fashion, Angela calls
Tom every name in the book and
promises to chop off all of his protruding appendages. Thanks, Ang,
but nowwhat does Sarah do? Or better yet, why did Tom cheat?
There is no clear reason why peo- .
ple cheat, but I have heard all of the
excuses. My all-time favorite? "I was
drunk." Boredom and being too comfortable round out the top three on
my list. But when you break it_down,
none of them make sense. If you're
in a happy relationship, why would
you cheat? Here's a wild shot in the
dark - maybe you're not happy! If a
person can deviate from a monogamous relationship and still say they
are in love with their partner, they
are either an amazing liar or incredibly diluted. When in a relationship,
especially a sexual one, if the couple
is happy with one another and fulfilled, there should be no reason to
get your kicks elsewhere.
That said, let's break down those
pesky excuses I love so much. I'll
start out easy ... boredom. If you're
bored, why are you still in the relationship? Get out! Run! Run fast,
before you hurt someone, which is
inevitable. There is no reason to
stick around anc;l make t\le . other
person feel like crap. After all, it is
not their fault you are a lying, cheating scumbag. Just be honest and
break it off before getting busy with
someone new.
Next up, the ever popular "things
just got too comfortable and I needed a little danger." Barf! This excuse
is reserved for the people who know
they're scum and like to play the victim. It is also one of the lamest and
least plausible reasons. You need
danger? Try a new sexual position,
visit Fair Villa and buy a new toy,
have sex in a public place. Hello?
All dangerous, all spicy, and, stop
the presses - with your significant
other. Who knew? And if you tried
that, it didn't work and you still went
elsewhere - you obviously are
unhappy in the relationship. Give me
something with a little substance.
And ah yes, my favorite: accidental cheating by reason of drunken
insanity. First of all, how many couples go otit and get utterly wasted
separately? Not many. And even on a
girls' or boys' night, I would only
hope that your friends are respectful
of your relationship. Besides, nights
like that are supposed to be about
hanging with friends, not banging
the busboy.
·
But for argument's sake, let's say
you are put in a situation where
drinks abo-µnd and drunken merriment is a shoe-in. Hello, you have a
boyfriend or girlfriend! Just because
you are drunk does not mean that it
is OK for that fact to escape your
brain. And' nothing just happens.
Admit it, you were looking for someone hot to hit on at the party. Even if
you did not expect it to go so far as a
_kiss, foreplay or sex, you did start
something you shouldn't have finished. Lastly, take a step back and
think, if you are at a party and not
thinking about your significant
other, that may say something about
your relationship. Ready, everyone
say it with me 'Tm unhappy in this
relationship, so I cheated."
E-mail Dana Delapi at

dana@theindie.com

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

BRITT HART I the indie

The Dragon Room
A little piece of
L.A. in downtown
SEAN HUNTING
indie Asst. Editor

To be perfectly honest,
@lubs aren't exactly my scene.
I have long lived by the philo ophy that it is much cheaper
to get a case of beer and drink
at home than to go out and
spend the same amount on a
mea sly four beers. When I do
go out and drink, it is either at
a place to see a show or somewhere that has some incredible money-saving dr ink values. I go to these places wearing a T-shirt and jeans. That's
just the way I am.
So imagine how different
an experience like the Dragon
Room is for a guy like me.
Before I am even in my car to
go downtown, I am 8.Iready
preparing to have a bact time.
I feel that the tie around my
neck will eventually strangle
me. As I loosen my tie, I consider how hard it is going to
be unbiased against an upperclass club that I would never
have considered going to if I
wasn 't forced.
We arrived at the Dragon
Room at about 9:30 p.m. At

the door four well-dressed
bouncer s greeted us with clipboards that would seal the
fate of anybody trying to
-enter. These guys, however,
were not the typical bouncer
clicM s you see in movies. As
we approached, one of the
bouncer s put out his hand.
Not in a gesture telling us to
stop, but instead as an invitation to a handshake. He introduced himself and asked how
we were doing. When he
found my name was not on
the list, he went through all
sorts of trouble to figure out'
the problem~ After a few minutes-he let me in with a pat on
·the back. It was ridiculous
how nice these guys were,
considering they were hired
to kick people like me out on
their ass. ·
·
The interior of the Dragon
Room is beautiful. Not just the
decor either; you should see
the bartenders. The basic layout goes as follows: At the
entrance is bar number one.
It's a typic111 bar set up,
although infinitely nicer than
normal bars. On the wall
behind it there are a variety of
bottles displayed in neat,
backlit shelves. Directly
across from the bar
stands the DJ area. The
night I went there were
three DJs pumping out all
sorts o.f dance music,
including a couple of
classic '80s songs. I
heard New Order's "Blue
Monday," Elton John's
"Rocketman"
and
a
Depeche - Mode song all
modified to get yoµr groove
on.
In th e middle of the
Dragon Room is a decent- sized dance

floor that
filled up nicely as the night went
on. Just past the
dance floor is another bar. This one is
about half the size

as the one up front, but just as
nice. It is lit up with a calming
blue light, much more_relaxing than the dimly lit one up
front. To make the drinking
experience more relaxing, the
bars are tended by very talented and very beautiful
ladies who are as nice as they
are capable of pouring a good
drink.
Now keep in mind that this
wasn't a place I really wanted
to be, and yet I had an incredibly good time. There was this
feeling like I was in LA. at
some exclusive party. This
feeling was multipJ,i.ed exponentially as two member s of
*NSYNC br ushed by me on .
their way to the VIP room.
There were beautiful women
all over the place, and from
what my cousin told me the
guys were pretty good looking, too. Most importantly the
alcohol was reasonably
priced for a night of drinking.
I drank several Southern
Comforts on the rocks and
even more beers, and never
once thought I was getting
gypped. The mixed drinks
aren't watered down, a.J\ld the
beer is straight from a bottle.
They aren't cutting any corners here at the Dragon
Room.
Dragon
'The
Room
officially
opens Friday. -For
more infor mation
visit their Web i;ite'
at
www.dragonroomorlando.com.
If you stay home and
drink you will s_ave
money and not have
to worry about looking out of place in
your old jeans with
the holes in them.
However, everybody
deserves a night out
on the town every
now, and the Dragon
Room is a good place
to get that experience.
But forget the tie - it's not
required. You can be dressed
up wit hout fear of strangulation and have an even better
time than I did.

In the "Death in The Family''
story arc, the Joker. bashed
Robin's head with a crowbar
and then tied him to his mother
and blew both of them up. Now
you can feel just like Robin did
with Ubi-Soft's new game,
Batman: Rise of Si n Tzu.
Batman has had a history of
horrid games, and this one
doesn't fail to disappoint. It's
lamer than Louie the Lilac. For
someone whose nicknffille is
"the dark night detective," he
rarely ever does any detective
work in his videogames.
Si n Tzu is a very basic beat' em-up that requires no intelli-gence on the part of the players,
which is too bad considering
how nice the icing is for such a
crappy cake. ·The graphics for
both the cut scenes and in-game
play look fine, and the sound
and controls are both adequate.
Since the story is in the cartoon's continuity, most of the
voice cast from the animated
series has reprised their roles
and hasn't missed a beat.
It's the game play that suf-

fers, and that's really the most
important. part of any game.
Even if it looks and sounds
good, the game ·will still suck if
it's boring and repetitive. Most
levels consist of you pummeling
anonymous henchmen who all
look alike in a certain timeframe. Did you only beat 73
guys instead of the required 75?
Then you have to beat them all
again.

The boss battles aren't much
better. In fact they're downright
frustrating considering the slow
and plodding pace. This game is
also really, really difficult. The
only way I was able to beat it
was with cheat-codes, and even
then I still had quite a hard time
getting through it. The game·
does allow you to choose
between Batman, Robin, Batgirl·
and Nightwing; but there aren't
any differences between the
chara cters. They all do the
same exact things 'and have the'
same attributes. Only Batman
is featured in the cut scenes,
even if you pick a different character.
'
The bottom line: Don't play
this game. Don't rent this game.
In case you were curious about
how the story unfolds, I'll give
you a hint: Batman thwarts the
bad guys' plans in the end.
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Top five fake OuckTa/es episode names ...
5.Gizmo Duck's Favorite New Attachment
4.Huey, Dewey, and Louie vs. Heterosexuality
3. Donald Smokes Quack
2.Scrooge Gets Screwed
1. Rhymes Wrth Duck

for the week of J~nuary 29 -February 4

WEB LESS TRAVELED

Comics, not ofthe stan4-up variety
face. I Her unique style of muted
colors and drawings matches the
strip well. Check it out. 6:35
updates once a week, on
Wednesdays.

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

NEAR-LIFE
EXPERIENCE ·
All the news
that's fit to trash
It's been a tough week in celebrity
land. Mister Greenjeans is all dressed
in black, mourning the loss of our first
famous death of the y~ar, captain
Kangaroo. Ashton Kutcher hides in the
closet, hoping those ravenous critics
will leave him alone after seeing The
BuUerfly·Effect. And most importantly Ben and J-Lo's off-again, on-again
romance is off again. Many questions
come to mind: Is it for real? How will
Access Hollywood go on? But more
· importantly, who cared in the first
place?
Entertainment news can be
branched off into two categories -.promotional news and non-news.
Promotional news consists of press
junkets and gala premters. Basically
anything used to promote something.
Non-news is the fluff that's pumped
into tabloids, like gossip and harmless
scandals. Take the Britney Spears
pseudo-marriage, an ideal example of
non-news. The story was flimsier than
Crossroads. Are we that short on real
news?
, Did .Ben and Jen deserve any press
attention? Should P Diddy running a
µiarathon be worthy of a one-hour spe·
cial?
There are few celebrities who
deserve the constant media spotlight.
They take the ball and run with it. A
priJlle candidate is Michael Jackson.
Years ~fter he's had a successful
record, we· still hang on his every
11ction. We've stopped seeing him as a
musician and now know him as that
creepy white guy who used to be black.
And every time we're about to be sick
of him, he finds a way to reel us back
·rn. clamoring for more. He takes what
'potentially could be seen as non-news
and turns it into worldwide drama.
;!'he Bens and Jens hav~ nothing on
guys .like Jacko. Did they ever dangle a
kid out a window or get accused of
pedophilia? Now that's excitement.
1
The only way you should get media
coverage as a celebrity is by earning it.
You're competing with everyone else;
,t he least you could do is give us some~hing to talk about that would be worth
it. You don't have to pull a Robert
Blake and kill your wife. You could go
with sometIµng meaningful and manageable like Winona's thievery. It rose
above non-news by being an entertain.ing story and exposing a character

http://www.meninhats.com
Men in Hats is the story of six
guys who stand around in the·
BRANDON HARDIN
desert. Talking. Sometimes they
have breakfast.
At least, that's the official definiOnce upon a time, many decades
ago, comics were boi;n. They ran in tion of Aaron Farber's strip. Dark
glorious colors, taking up complete humor runs rampant as characters
pages of newsprint. It was an age either abuse or take abuse from
that would never end. That is, until each other in their vacant desert
increasing pressure for advertising world.
Men in Hats updates Mondays,
space kicked in. The pages shrank.
The cartoonists screamed in' agony. Wednesdays and Fridays '
The public got out their magnifying
glasses so they could keep reading http://www.boasas.com
Ziggy.
.
Remember that thing I said near
Oh, what was the public to do? the beginning, about good characThe syndicates had a stranglehold ters defining a comic? Here's anothon comic strip publication. There er example: Boy on a Stick and
was no available space in the paper Slither, the story of a boy and a
to expand the comic page's size. snake named Slither. Joined by a .
These were indeed dark times.
Dark, t:P,at is, until the Internet
arose. An infinite canvas where
cartoonists could explore vast
spaces and use shiny colors. Now
it is home to thousands of comics,
1 some poorly drawn, some worthy
of syndication. Here is a small
sampling of comics I enjoy, and I
hope you will too. And if you don't,
I hope you get horribly disfigured
in a toxic-waste spill.

crime-fighting tooth named Nancy,
Prickle Mudcat, and Florida
Cracker, who is literally a cracker
from Florida, Boy on a Stick and
Slither is both wonderfully random
and surprisingly poµited.
Boy on a Stick and Slither
updates Mondays and Friday

http://www.topwebcomics.com
http://www.buzzcomix.net
Rather than whack you on the
head with another comic, I'm going
to let you do your own research
here. Top Web Comics and Buzz
Comix are huge resources of comic
goodness. They're both comic ranking systems, where fans of the
comics can vote on which are the
best. I.have a Web comic that's listed in both of those sites. See ifyou
can find it. If you do, you will- be
rewarded with my bad drawing and
terrible jokes!
E-mail Brandon Hardin at

brandon@theindie.com

http://no4thwalltobreak.
keenspace.com
Good characters can define a
comic, and No 4th Wall to Break is
jam-packed with· some of the most
original characters out there.
There's Otto, a specter who died of
' elbow cancer. There's Lit Match,
who is in fact a lit match. Then you
have the Norse god Odin, master
guitar player. The swarm of mosquitos known as Los Mosquitos.
And ·who . can forget Bert the
Petuleilt Triangle? Or the demonic
flying gumdrop known as Malefax?
To be sure, randomness
abounds in this comic, and after
reading through the archives only
one question will be on your mind:
Whatever happened to Rick
Moranis?
No 4th Wall to Break updates
on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays

· http://www.sixthirtyfive.com
Alternating between .serious
and comical, Stef Pulford's strip
runs a gamut of themes. While
some are painfully poignant, pointing out awkward moments in life
and societal issues, others are
remarkably flippant and are guaranteed to leave a · smile on your

~aw.

Now it may seem like I'm advocat;ing celebrity criminal behavior, and in
many ways I am. The world has
'become too fast-paced to allow romantic escapades to be sufficient news. We
;nee.cJ. some action - .a · cameraman
:punched in the face or ~rapper shot in
,:the back. Heck, rip a picture up of the
,Pope. We've already forgotten who did
it the first time.
· You are what you do, and when the
:Public's eye is always focused on you,
.everything you do means that much
Jn.ore. We're not asking you to do any:thing other than keep us amused. We'll
;pay you back for it if you're worth it.
This is why people were willing to pay
to see Mike Tyson in $50.00 prize•fights, long after he past his prime. He
·gets tattoos on his face, gnaws ears
"and even says he'd force himself on
Robin Givens again if he could. That's
entertainment!
Then you have someone like Dennis
Rodman who caught his stride causing
a ruckus on the court. It was working
well for him. Then he tried doing lame
·action movies. Then he was involved in
a nine-day marriage with Carmen
Electra, and poof! Both gone. Not only
was it non-news but non-news about
people who had stopped being interesting.
Now with the disbandment of
-Bennifer, the media is going to have to
go after someone else to throw in our
faces. Hopefully they've been paying
attention. Make this one count, don't ·
drag it out and leave us begging for
~ore.

ANGUS' BEEF

You 'ZLe been selected! To die!

ANGUS McWITHERSPOON
Look here, you hip-hop-listening,
T-shirt-wearing, import-car driving
heathens! My great-nephew, who
really is great, has yet to receive
any entries in his contest!
Yes, that's right. My greatnephew is John Thomason. Right
now, the indie is running a contest
to win a date with him and no one
has
entered!
E-mail
indie@ucfnews.com with a 50-word
paragraph explaining why you
should be the one to get the date.
You get a free meal and a sexy beast
of a man all to yourself for several
hours. The indie staff promised me
they won't send cameramen along.
So hurry! E-mail your response.
Now! Do it! He's so lonely. He just
sits in his room all day listening to
lo-fi pop music and watching pre-

tentious French films. He'll wear his
"I had to walk five minutes to get
hot pants if you ask him nicely to my class!"
enough.
·
"I had to park in thi=i dirt lot!"
And now on to other things that
"There aren't any spaces anypiss me off. Like utah. What the hell where!"
No, you dolts, there are. They're
have you done for us lately besides
give us Mormons and a salt lake? A on the fourth floor of the parking
salt lake! What good is a salt lake, garage. They're in the Arena lot. Do
utah? You can't drink from it. If you you know those little stick things
swim in it you get all sticky. As far that hang down from ·our waist?
as I'm concerned there are only 49 Those are your legs. They move you
states. utah, you're out of the around. Use them! Instead of whinUnion!
ing about how you had to walk for
Speaking of states that don't five minutes, enjoy the fact that you
matter, why do the four people who actually can walk for five minutes to
live in Iowa get to have the first cau- class.
Yeah, sure, crossing some of the
cus? Are there even any minorities
in Iowa besides the migrant labor? . streets on campus can be a bit danIowa, guess what? You're out of the gerous, what with cars barreling
Union, too. And take Ohio with you. down on you and all, but hey. That's
We might as well get rid of all you life. Just don't get hit. And if you do
worthless mid-western states with get hit, oh well, that's just natural
only four letters. And you know selection. Survival of the fittest! In
what your worthless, subsidy-rid- fact, we should be thanking you for
den, budget-draJning selves can do? being slow-witted enough to elimi~
Form your own country out of your nate your faulty · genes from the
initials. Call it I.O.U. And pay back gene pool.
Why are you still reading this?
the American taxpayers what you
owe them for years of being paid not Don't you have better things to do
with your time? Like enter the Wm
to grow things.
Whoa there. I got a bit off topic. a Date with John Thomason con· What I meant to talk to you about test?
was parking on the UCF campus. I
hear complaints about it every week
E-mail Angus McWdherspoon at
from you kids.
angus@fheintlle.com

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

THE GEEK LIFE
The inherent
nerdiness of The
Disney Afternoon
When I was a young geekling, very
few things could get me to turn off my
Super NintenP.o for any substantial
period of time. The X-Files could, as
well as The Simpsons. But the one pro- :
. gram block I always looked forwiµ-d to
most was The Disney Afterrwon.
Who doesn't remember that
supreme twp-hour hunk of quality programming? It was the birthplace for
many excellent shows, but everything
started with DuckTales, featuring
Uncle Scrooge and his three nephews,
Huey, Dewey and Louie.
I spent much of my childhood fantasizing about gallivanting around the
world like he did. Huey, Dewey and
Louie would start_out their day playing
marbles or performing some other
equally childish activity, but by the end
of the episode, they'd fight aliens, discover lost civilizations and teach their ·
uncle profound life lessons.
Ah, DuckTales. I 'challenge anyone
to find a mo;re perfect piece of Disney
. cartoon masterwork (other then
Gargoyles, of course, but we'll get to
that later.) The show was quite radical .
for its time, not that it showed much violence or adult themes, but because it
talked up to kids. The episodes were
taken straight from classical literature,
history, 18th century novels, Greek and
Roman mythology and other such highbrow topics. The show was also casually sci-ft. It somehow didn't seem out of
place when, in episode 48, "Sir Gyro de
Gearloose," a ma~ scientist living in a
wooden shack, creates an invention
that takes-him back to the middle ages.
That wins major geek points in my
book.
DuckTales was also kind enough to
spawn another favorite of mine,
Darkwing Duck. Now this show was an
obvious rip-off of the great Batman, but
it was so damn charming it really won
me over. It all started when a spunky little orphan named Gosalyn teem.ed up
with an egomaniacal super hero named
Drake Mallard. It was a huge success
and continued to rip off every villain
Marvel and DC ever thought of for a single sweet year from '91 to '92. The show
has · continued to air, but no new
episodes have been created. DuckTales
regulars Launchpad McQuack and
GizmoDuck wandered over Duckburg to
spend time in St. Canard with the crime
fighter. Darkwing Duck also featured
one of my favorite episodes ever created in any cartoon ever, "Twin Beaks,"
·an ode to David Lynch's similarly titled
seminal series.
Then there's Gargoyles. Wow.
Anyone who's seen it should realize
how timeless that series was.
"One thousand years ago, superstition and the sword ruled. It was a time
of darkness. It was a world of fear. It
was the age of gargoyles."
Man, it nearly gives me shivers.
What a beautiful work of cartoon godliness. Le sigh. This was a show that featured King Arthur, Titania, queen of the
fairies, Lord Oberon, Puck and other
various mythical characters, many of
them voiced by Star Trek: The Next
Generation characters, · for cripes
sake! The series featured magic, science fiction technology, an . involving
plot and a vast chronology spanning
thousands of years.
Many devoted Gargoyles fans still
exist, and though the series ended after
65 brief episodes, the story lives on in
fan-fiction format. Another 13 epi!;!odes
'were made for ABC's sequel The
Goliath Chronicles. The second reincarnation lost most of its charm and
depth after the show was retooled for a
younger audience. Most fans don't
count it as part of the fan-fiction
chronology. This show still has intense,
die-hard fans who have a yearly convention. I'm sure they all cry themselves
to sleep thinking about the shows cancellation.
I know I've done it.
These great shows, and others I have
failed to mention, like Tale Spin,
Aladdin and Goof Troap can still be
seen on· Toon Disney. but alas, they'll
never have any new adventures.
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JEANS
SHIRTS
SHORTS
TANK$

~

JACKETS
SWEATERS
BELTS ·
. ~AIR ACCESSORIE .
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Empty your closet, fill your wallet. Sell us
your cool stuff and get cash on the spot.

JEWELRY

At Plato's Closet®we buy and sell gently
used brand name teen clothing and
accessories. Calculus should be this easy!
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HAJ':S
PU RS.ES
SHOES & BOOTS
CDs
BOOKS
LAVA LAMPS
AND MUCH MORE! .
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·PLAT•'S
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CLOSET

7677 South Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando,. FL 32809
407-855-9950 • ·platoscloset.com
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COASTE RS
.
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10749 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FU 32817

College ''Knights''

'·

9:00 p.tn. - Midnight ·

Tuesday

•

Thursday
· Weekly BEER PONG
Tournament

Show your Student l.D.
Get $1.00 domestic draft
& 25 cent wings

·".

(407) 384-0003
Big Screen TV

Located in the Entrance of

•

Darts

$10 Entry $100 to Winning Team
· (based .on 5 teams)
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Game·Arcade

•
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